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THE PROGRESS
OF NATIONS

The day will come

when .the progress of nations will be

judged not by their military or economic

strength, nor by the splendour of

their capital cities and public buildings,

but by the well-being of theii peoples:

by their levels ,of health, nutrition and education;

by their opportunities to earn a fair reward for their

labours; by their ability to participate in the

decisions that affect their lives; by the respect that is

shown for their civil and political liberties;

by the provision that is made for those who are

vulnerable and disadvantaged; and by

the protection that is afforded to the growing minds

and bodies of their children.

The Progress of Nations, published annually

by the United Nations Children's Fund, is a

contribution towards that day.
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Ill 0.1,,n1 %ear,. Int teasing attention has been paul to the task of direct I.%

meeting obi tolls hurnan needs. and to the evolu,ion al new and better

ways to measure and evaluate that effort.

The I lilted A a t urns Dere loinnent Programme has made a major eon tru.

tuition to this process through the publication nf its annual Human

Development Report. incorporating a human development index.

Important Contributions hare also been nuide In the World

De% elopment Report.published b the irorld Bank. partivular1.1 in its
/ 993 report. Investing in Health'.

The I'mgres, of Nations draws on information prorUled bt these and

taller members of ited .Vations jt, mily. and particularly on the

stntisties and published studies of the Irorld Health Organization and

NESCO. Idditiona l do:a hate been proruled by the IA
oilices throughout the wttrld. ln National Committ eesfm.

and In 'Inert,/ international now.gorernnwn tal organizations.
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Because comparable data are not yet available, the nations of the former
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A majority of
countries now
publish annual
or even quarterly
economic data.

But very few

produce regular
statistics to show
what percentage
of their children
are malnourished,
or suffer from
preventable
illnesses and
disabilities, or
have access to
safe water and
sanitation.

Yet it is statistics
such as these that
speak to real
human progress.

And it is essential
that social
statistics should
also now become
the stuff of
political debate,
media coverage,
and public
concern.
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Tlle Progress o \,,tions i, a
flawed publication. It iNes

tist ies to nwasure and compare
national achievements in social (level-
opment in healt h. nut rition. educa-
tion. lama% ',fanning. child rights.
and progress fOr %%Innen. But its sta-
tistics are frequently nit of date.
incomplete. and somet imes based on
extrapolations or matlwmatical mod-
els rather than on vital registration
systems or on t he systematic collec-
tion of representative data. The facts
and figures assembled in these pages
are the best and the latest available.
but they are not nearly good enough.

Half the tvat ions of sub-Saharan
Africa. for example. have not mea-
-ured their child death rates hv any
direet method for at least the last ten
ears: 15 of them are still working

with data from the 1970s. lo Asia, the
position is marginalh bet ter. but four
nations are st ill using under-live mor-
tality statistics from the 1970s and
mily Hong kou nd Singapore have
data from the 1990 t. Even Brazil and
Mexico populous nations capable of
great and smillisticated undertakings

have not pu blishet I national figures
on child deaths in t he last decade.

Fahh in statistics

This statistical art hritis affects
allooq eerv bone iii the body of
-ocial dpvelopment. Three quarters
if the developing countries. for exam-
ple. are still using 1980s statistics for
t he percentage of married couples

ho use family planning. Easier-to-
collect statistics like the proportion of
children who complete primary
school tend to he more up to date. but
IS nations have still not produced
any new data since 1980. And Is hen
it collies to more difficult statistics.
such as the percentage of children
nal nourished. then we find that at
least half the world's nations have no
data for at least the last ten years.
The average ages of key social indi-
cat ors can be found on page 54.

Many of these social statistics. it is
true. are regularly massaged in an
effort to keep them alive. and ,anne
are pertnanently hooked up to life-
support toachines. computers di k-h
luisih interpolate and extra, alate in
order to produce signs of latistiral
life. Fresh-looking figures are t here-

One small step
for a Summit
Peter Adamson
Peter Adamson is an adviser to the Executive Director of UNICEF with respon-
sibility for preparing The State of the World's Childre n report and The
Progress of Nations. Founder of the New Internationalis! magazine, he ini-
tiated the 'State of the World' series of annual reports issued by United
Nations agencies, and is the author of Facts for Life.

fore generated and published annu-
ally in most fields of social develop-
tnent. but faith in this process cannot
be absolute when it leads the United
Nations family to publish steadily
declining under-five mortality rates
for. say. Indonesia which then have to
be reversed when real measurements
are taken. Best estimates of
Indonesia's child death rate reported
a steady decline from 119 per 1000
births in 1988 to 86 per 1000 in 1991

a fall of alrnost 30%: but in 1992 the
figure leapt back up to 111 per 1000.
as the results of new surveys became
.1% ailable.

A statistic like the under-five mor-
tality rate should serve as a child-
minder to governments and social
policy makers. but who can trust a
child-minder that loses well over
100.000 children in a singlc ::ear?

Similarly, extrapolations of early
1980s trends in China's under-five
mortality rate led to a widely pub-
lished estimate of 27 deaths per 1000
births for 1991. When new survey
data became available in 1992. it was
found that the trend had not contin-
ued downward expected. and that
the actual under-five death rate had
remained at over 40 per 100(1. The dif-

ference bet ween the extrapolated rate
and the surveed rate represents a
difference of approximately 400.000
in t he number of children dying
before t he age of five.

Starting with the pioneering work
of William Brass, two generations of
measurement specialists have devel-
oped ingenious ways of collecting
essential data in societies which do
not have the institutional capacity to

collect cradle-to-grave social statis-
tics. These tools are becoming widely
used by. and invaluable to. pro-
gramme managers. More statistics
are therefore being gathered than are'
finding their way into national or
international use. In part, this is
because their often rough and ready
appearance means that they are
turned back by. or never presented
to, the world of published statistics.
But in part also, the problem is that
most of the available resources are
being used for the collection of eco-
nomic statistics alone. Not enough
effort is being made, either by
national governments or by the major
international organizations. to collect
essential social statistics and to open
up the restricted capillaries by which
the statistics that if) exist can more
quickly enter the world of nationally
and interna1ionallv available infor-
mation. Even if such information
were to flow more freely, the new
measurement techniques need to be
deployed more widely in order to pro-
vide more frequent and more com-
prehensive data on a wider range of
social trends.

Social summit

With the widespread realization
that economic statistics alone are
inadequate indicators of human
progress, the case for better social
statistics has become more urgent.

The idea that GNP per capita is all
that counts, and therefore all that
needs to be counted, has been laid to
rest. And many more nails for the
coffin can be found in these pages. Sri

Lanka and Zimbabwe both have per
capita GNPs of lesf, than $600. but
both manage to provide 90% of their
children with at least four years of pri-
mary school; Brazil, with a per capita
GNP of almost $3000 year. cannot
boast even half that figure. In
Guatemala, about 30% of children
are malnourished; in Paraguay, only
marginally better off, less than 5%
are malnourished. Viet Nam has a
per capita GNP of only $240. but a
better child survival rate than Algeria,
where per capita GNP is approxi-
mately seven times higher. Simil:srly,
many of the world's poorest nations
have succeeded in reaching the goal of
80% immunization coverage while
several richer nations lag behind.

Last year. The Progress of Nations
introduced the concept of the
national performance gap (NPG) as
an approximate measure of these dis-
crepancies between actual and
expected-for-GNP levels of social
progress. NPGs for 129 countries in
child survival, nutrition, and educa-
tion are given on pages 48 and 49.

The clear lesson of these disparities
is that social policies and priorities.
and well-managed strategies, are crit-
ical to human progress. Social devel-
opment is a goal to be pursued and
measured directly, not taken for
granted as an automatic by-product
of economic advance.

None of this detracts from the
importance of economic growth. or
the need for changes in the unjust
international economic system within
which the developing world must
earn its living. But there is today a
clear consensus that development
also means action to protect the vul-
nerable and to invest in adequate
nutrition, safe water. primary health
care, basic education, and family
planning. Social investments of this
kind are both an end and a means of
progress. meeting human needs
today and la.ing the foundations for
the economic development which will
help to meet human needs tomorrow.

United Nations agencies, in
particular the UN Development
Programme and its series of Human
Development Reports, have done
much in recent years to give birth
to this co:lsensus. And it is a consen-
sus which will come of age at the
first World Summit for Social



The idea that
GNP per capita is
all that counts,
and therefore all
that needs to be
counted, has been
laid to rest.

But if social
development is to
move to centre
stage, then there
is a clear need for
better social
statistics.

The World Summit
for Social
Development
could make a
determined
attempt to
underpin the
social development
effort of the next
few decades by
helping to institute
the collection of
regular, reliable,
and timely social
statistics in the
most basic areas
of human
progress.

INTRODUCTION
Development in Copenhagen during
1995. the fiftieth anniversary if the

nited Nations.
The reas, for bringing the syothrs

Ileads of Stat- together on this issue.
as the Secretary-General of the
United Nations has stressed. is that
social development -goes far wider
than the mandates of social min-
istries. It lies at the heart of econon ic
deyelopinent. of human rights. and of
peace and security...

But if a major effort is now to be
made to move social development to
centre stage. and to spotlight the
strategies which can most efficiently
t ranslate econonne resources into real
human progress. then there is a clear
need for better social statistics to
accon many that effort.

Amid the many important issues
on the 'agenda in Copenhagen. the
Summit should therefore make a
thtermined attempt to underpin the
social development effort of the next
few decades by helping to institute
the collection of regular. reliable, and
timely social statistics in the most
basic areas of human progress.

Small price to pay

In the past. the weakness of social
-statistics could be put dmy n. almost
entirely, to poverty and underdevel-
opment: it is not easy to rollect data
in countries y% here births. marriages.
and deaths are not roil tinek regis-
tered. and individual health and edu-
cation records are haphazard or
non-existent. But as the years go by.
inadequate infrastructure is receding
as a reason and emerging as an
excuse. A majority of countries now
publish annual. et en quarterly. data
on GNP growth. inflation. unem-
ployment. tnanu facto ring output.
and the balance of payments. More
and more nations are also regularly
providing information on eyeryth;ng
frsnn ent.rgy use to television viewing
figures. Yet very few produce statis-
ics even every Its Is years to show

what percentage of their children are
malnourished. or suffer from pre-
yentable illnesses and disabilities. or
have access to safe syater and sandhi-
t ii in, or on what proportion of women
receive antenatal care, or die in child-
birth. or have los% -birt h-seight babies.

It is statistics such as these that

-peak to real human progress. And it
is statistics such as these that need to
be colicled every two or three years
if the commitment to social des eh
ment is to be taken seriously.

The overall cost of collecting such
statistics might be in the region of SlO
million a year a small price to pay
for information which is essential for
the efficient allocation of hundreds of
billions of dollars of public resources.
It is an old adage. and a true one, that
if you want to change something. then
first measure it.

Accountability

Improved social statistics are
needed. in't he first instance, by gov-
ernments. They are an indispensable
management tool for an y government
committed to extracting maximum
social development mileage from
every economic gallon.

But in the world's growing number
of democracies. timely social stat-
istics are also needed by opposition
parties. by the media. by academic
institutions. by non-governmental
organizations. and by the public at
large. Accountability is at the heart of
democracy. And the collection aryl
dissemination of up-to-date informa-
tion on progress and problems in
complex modern societies is essential
to that accountability. If democracy
and social development are to rein-
force each ot her, then social stati:stics
should become a part of the main-
stream of political and public debate.
Changes in annual rates of economic
groa t h are grist to media and politi-
cal mills: changes in the proportion of
children who are malnourished, or
ts hi) drop out of school, or sy ho die or
become disabled froth preventable
illnesses, should also now become the
stuff of political debate, media cov-
erage. and public concern.

More sensitive statistics on social
trends are also required by the United
Nations agencies. by aid ministries in
the industrialized nations. and by
non-governmental organizations. If
mounting debt in the developing
world causes child malnutrition to
rise, then at least t he ss orld ought to
know about it. If economic adjust-
ment policies are causing schools and
health clinics to lw li itt down, as
undoubtedly happened in several

ountries during the 1980s_ then it
(mght not to happen quietly . a it hoot
the world noticing. If the S60 billion
of taxpayers* money given in aid
every year is not improving the lives

the poorest. then this ought to be
a matter of public knowledge and
cinwern. UNICEF and many other
organizations have tried to draw the
sorld.s attention to the real human
consequences of debt and adjust ment
policies over the last decade. I low
touch more effective would that mes-
sage have been if those consequences
had been measurable. systematically
documented. rather than being sus-
pected. guessed at. pieced together
front the inadequate scvaps of infor-
mation that happened to be available?

First call

Because of the obvious but pro-
found connection between the men-
tal and physical development of
children and the social and economic
development of their societies. the
protection that soviet affords to its
children is the touchstone of social
levelopment. And because long-tenni
damage can result front even short-
term deprivation. soeial trends that
directly affect children should be aU
tin-pore closely monitored. Statist ics
such as the proportion of childrety
who are seriously malnourislwd, or
the percentage of infants sy ho arr
immunized. should be collected and
published not every three Years but
ever y. year in every country.

For more than a decade. UNICEF
has argued that the child's one c Lowe
to grow properly in mind and body
should be shielded from the mistakes,
misfortunes and malignancies of Bye
adult world, and that this proter tion
should have a first call on society 's
concerns and capacities so that it can
be maintained in bad times as melt as
good. Whether a child has health
care, whether a child is inunumed.
whether a child grows normalls
whether a child has a school to go to.
should not be contingent upon the
vagaries of adult society. on t he rise or
fall of commod ity prices fa- debt
ratios. on export level- or intereq
rates, or on whether or not a particu-
lar political parts is in

This principle of 'first call for chil-
dren. is the great ideal at the heart of



social lri elopment. But it is a prin-
ciple which cannot be upheld without
strong statistical support. For in addi-
tion to doing everyt hing possible to
cnsure that children are the last to
suffer from economic or other set-
backs, it is also essential to know how

ell or how badly policies .o protect
children are working. It is not good
enough to discover five or six years
later, when the statistics become
available, that malnutrition rose
sharply when food subsidies were
withdrawn during a structural adjust-
ment programme. or that immuniza-
tion levels fell sharply during a period
of acute foreign exchange shortages.

Accepted goals

Better and more current social sta-
tistics would also help to achieve the
4ocial development goals that have
already been accepted by the great
majority of the world's nations.

In a perfect world, the cOritriving of
goals and targets might be unneces-
sary. But in the real world, goals have
repeatedly proved their value: they
provide benchmarks for manage-
ment by objectives: they are a unify-
ing and ent husing force for the many
different people and organizations
involved: they ,erve as a rallying
point for public and media aware-
ness: and they help to ensure that
political promises are not forgotten.
Vaccines would not now he prevent-
ing 3 million child deaths a year had
it not been for the setting of the 80%
immunization goal. And without the
goal of universal salt iodization by
1995. it is very doubtful whether the
world would now be making such
substantial progress towards elimi-
nating the iodine deficiency disor-
ders %%Inch are the world's major
cause of preventable mental retarda-
tion (pages 8 and 9).

The social development goals that
have been accepted for the years 1995
and 2000 are set out on pages 52 and
53. But t he %al ue of such targets, and
t heir capacity to galvanize and guide
all those a Ito participate in t heir
achievement, is diluted by the lack of
timely SI statistics that tell the
story of how far t he effort has come
and how tar t here k still to go.

The 1095 Worh I Summit for
Social Development is therefore an

opportunity not only to make a new
commitment to the great social devel-
opment goals that have been agreed
by almost all the world's govern-
ments. but also to begin the practical
work of more closely monitoring
progress towards them.

Disparity

Finally, if a new effort is to be made
to monitor social development, then
it is important to stress that social sta-
tistics will increasing!, need to be
disaggregated. Even though most
social indicators are not as susceptible
to distortion by extreme inequalities
as GNP per capita, national averages
often mask deep disparities between
urban and rural, between different
ethnic or cultural groups. between
men and women, and especially
between different economic strata of
society.

As the monitoring of social devel-
opment gathers pace, it should there-
fore become more sensitive to
inequality, focusing more and more
on those who are being excluded
identifying ;ho they are. where ney
are, and why they are being margin-
alized. In this way, social monitoring
can also serve one of the greatest tasks
of social development - the task of
reaching out to the unreached and the
unserved, to the illiterate and the
unconfident. to the socially and cul-
turally discriminated against, to the
poorest and the most disadvantaged.
to the girls and the women.

The World Summit for Social
Development sets out to promote a
style of development that will enable
the poor majority to share in the deci-
sions that affect their lives and to
meet their own and their families'
needs for adequate nutrition, safe
water. primary health care, basic edu-
cation, and family planning. If the
Summit fails to take the small but
practical step of strengthen:11g the
capacity to measure these different
facets of real human progress. then it
will have lost an important opportu-
nity to introduce more efficiency and
accountability into the policies and
t he promises. Copenhagen 1995 is a
good place and time to change a style
of development which has for too
long regarded the poor as statistically
insignificant. LI
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850,000 extra c
vr

deaths by year 2010?
The spread of the AIDS virus is a
major unknown factor in predict-
ing social trends, particularly as
they affect children_

In 1994, . the United States
Bureau of the Census published
estimates of the impact of the epi-
demic on long-term population
growth in the 13 African countries
likely to be the worst affected. As
part of this study, the Bureau pro-
jected the likely impact of HIV on

Estimated toll of MS on children

_

under-five moriality rates up to the
year 2010. , Thoi same istimates
were also- inlie for three other
countries ins* available data -
Brazil, Haiti and Thailand.

It is irnportantto stress that the
figures repro:diced below are only
estimates, and that they assume
that future efforts to contain the
spread of AIDS will be no more
effective than the efforts made to
date.

by 2010

Under.five mcrtality rate
in theyear 2010
(per 1000 births)

'...Number of
undarfwe deaths

". Mthsysar2OlO

Mho.*
AIDS

Weh
AIDS

Without
AIDS AIDS DiBerence

Tanzania 96 165 184,000 " fti,ocio 113,b00

Ugoreda 92 184 117,0Z0 235,000 118,000
Kafir 56 : 123 85,000 187,000 102,000
Zaire 974 119 266,000 327,000 61,000
Zambia 56 160 31,000 ,87.000 56,000
Maiowi 136 209 98,000 150,000 52,000
Rwanda 89 171 51,000 99,000 48,000
Burkina Faso 109 175 66,000 106,000 40,000
Zimisabwo 38 108 20,000 56,000 36,000
Cole cllvoire 78 107 80,000 ilO,000 30,000
Burendi 79 140 27,000 48,000 21,000
C. African Rep. 118 194 22,000 36,000 14,000
Congo 97 148 14,000 22,000 8,000
ThMlancl 21 103 21,000 105,000 84,000
Brazil 33 44 113,000 151,000 38,000
Haiti 128 151 39,000 46,000 7,000

Totals 1,234,000 2,082,000 848,W
Sala (.1 we& cowiiion P01,4 MU
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These pages record
the progress of
nations against
basic nutritional
problems.

One third of the
developing world's
children suffer from
protein-energy
malnutrition.

An estimated
250,000 children
a year lose their
eyesight because
they lack vitamin A.

At least 50 million
children have
impaired
development
because they lack
iodine.

Over half the
pregnant women in
the developing
world suffer iron-
deficiency anaemia.

Millions of infants
are exposed to
illness, poor growth,
and early death by
the decline in
breastfeeding.

COMMENTARY



T he last % e years ha% e wit nessedfia

significant change in our per-
ception of 11w malnutrition issue.
And with changed ;wrception has
come new hope that the problem can
be overcome more rapidly than was
jireviously thought.

Approximately a third of the devel-
oping world's children are dnder-
weight. Most of that malnutrition is
invisible - though it undermines the
development of people and nations.

For many years. it was widely
believed that the cAuses of poor nutri-
tion could only be eradicated by
gradual economic uevelopment and
that. in the meantime, the only thing
to be done %%as to treat the worst
-ymptoms by feeding programmes
of various kinds.

Both of these assumptions can now
he seen to have been wrong. And I
would like to st ress that this is good
news. For %% ith today', understanding

of the problem. e% ery country is capa-
ble of tackling not just the symptoms
but also the causes of malnutrition. It
is simply not necessary to wait for 30
or 40 or 50 years for economic growth
to bring about reasonable standards
of nutrition. It can he done in this
decade. And it can be done at a cost
that, in many countries, will be little
more than is currently being spent.

Learning from success

Several nations and regions are
known to have reduced malnutrition
while per capita incomes were still at
a very low level, and countries such as
Tanzania and Zimbabwe have con-
firmed this in recent years.

More important. we also now have
a reasonably detailed knowledge of
how to bring about this break-
through. From the analysis of recent
successes whether in Iringa .
province in Tanzania or Tatnil Nadu
state in India there is now consid-
erable consensus on I he 'success fac-
tors'. The challenge now is to invest
resources in %%hat we have learned.
rather than continuing to pour money
into approaches which at best are
much less efficient and at worst sim-
ply wasteful.

The foundation of successful
efforts to defeat malnutrition is a a ide
understanding among government
ministries. planners, health services.

Millions lost
to wrong
strategies
Urban Jonsson
As UNICEF Representative in Tanzania. Urban Jonsson was closely involved
in the Iringa programme which has become internationally known.liff its suc-
cesses in reducing malnutrition on a large scale and at a Ion- cost. From 1989
to 1994. he serred as chief adviser to UNICEF on nutritional issues. In 1994.
he took up his present posit ion as UNICEF Regional Director for South

and the public of the true nature of
the problem. In particular. we must
leave behind the notion that nutrition
is simply a matter of food.

Except in famines or other emer-
gencies. lack of food in the home is
not usually the reason for a child
becoming malnourished: a young
child's food requirements are so small
that the diversion of even a very small
percentage of available fom I is usually
enough for a child to grow properly.

Two other factors cast a darker
,hadow over a child's prospeds for
normal growth.

The first is illness. All illnesses are
a threat to nutritional health: they
depress the appetite: they reduce the
body's ability to absorb the food that
iseaten: they burn calories: they drain
nutrients in vomiting and diarrhoea.
And it is the sheer frequency of illness
in the world's poor countries which is
the single most important cause of
child malnutrition.

In practice. of course. malnutri-
tion does not have a single cause. And

the second major factor is the overall
quality of child care and, in particu-
lar. child feeding practices. If it is not
known that bottle-feeding is vastly
inferior to breast feeding, that the
family's normal food should be
enriched with small amounts of oil or
fats, that a child needs to eat small
meals frequently. and that a siwcial
effort should be made to feed a child
during and imnwdiately after an ill-

ness - then it is very likely that a child
will become malnourished even if
adequate food is available in the
home.

Defeating malnutrition therefore
depends on three basic factors -ade-
quate food, the prevention and ccri-
trol of disease, and the well-informed
care and feeding of young children.

Billions wasted

It should therefore be clear that
an: large-scale strategy to defeat mal-
nutrition. including improved feed-
ing practices and the prevention and
proper treatment of illness. ean only
be implemented and monitored on a
significant scale by parents and com-
munities. It follows that those parents
and communities should be seen as
active participants in the wide range
of actions necessary to defeat malnu-
trition. and not just as passive recip-
ients of food or services. It also means
that available government resources
should be focused on the poorest
regions. and on the poorest people
within regions. and on strategies
which address not only food avail-
ability but itnpruved health and
improved child care practices.
Awareness and assessnwnt of the real
problems. analysis of the real causes.
and evaluation of the results t I wse

are the cs-ent ial steps: and they can
only he taken by %%ell-informed. %% ell-

supported parents and communities.

But still. today, many tens of bil-
lions of dollars are being spent by
governments, aid programmes and
international institutions - on nutri-
tion programmes that are essentially
feeding programmes. Such efforts
are based on a wrong analysis of the
problem. and are therefore failing to
bring about a solution. More intelli-
gent strategies could multiply the
impact of existing resources many
times over and with a relatively
small increase in the resources avail-
able. the nutrition problem could be
significantly reduced in almost every
country in the years immediately
ahead.

Malnutrition deaths

Finally, recent research has also
made significant new contributions to
our understanding of the relation-
ship between malnutrition and child
mortality. Briefly. about 55% of the
13 million under-five deaths in the
world each year are the deaths of
children who were malnourished.
And of those 7 million nutrition-
related deaths, some 80% are the
deaths of children who were only
onldly or moderately malnourished.

The relationship between nutri.
t ional targets and the other goals that
have been adopted for the year 2000
is therefore powerfully synergistic:
defeating malnutrition would accel-
erate progress towards the goals of
improved child health and reduced
child deaths: conversely, advances in
the fields of immunization. ORT use.
safe water supply, and basic educa-
tion would accelerate progress
towards the goal of reducing child
malnutrition.

The following pages look at the
progress being made against several
specific nutritional problems that
should have been banished long ago
but which are now, finally, beginning
to give ground. The first story on
page 10 looks at national records in
reducing overall protein-energy mal-
nutrition; and it is important to
remeinber that this is affected not
only by action to increase the avail.
ability of food but also by the kinds of
action recorded in almost all the other
chapters of The Progress ofxiitions

health, education, family planning.
and progress for women.
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Lack of iodine in
the diet is a major
nutritional
problem. It affects
the normal
development of
approximately 50
million children,
and causes an
estimated 100,000
infants a year to be
born as cretins. In
total, 1.6 billion
people are at risk -
with consequences
ranging from goitre
to reduced mental
and physical
performance.

Yet the solution -
iodizing all salt
supplies - has been
available for
decades.

These pages list all
nations according to
the efforts they are
making to overcome
the problem by
reaching the
internationally
agreed goal of
iodizing all salt
supplies by 1995.

LEAGUE TABLE OF

SUB-SAHARAN
AFRICA

Cameroon
Kenya
Nigeria
Rwamla
Botswana
Eritrea
Ethiopia
Madagascar
Namibia

9
9

2
9

Tanzania 2

Zimbabwe 2

Burkina Faso 3
Burundi
Cote d voi re 3

Ghana 3

Guinea
Guinett-Bist, 3
Lesotho
Malawi 3

NIali
Senegal :3

Sierra Leone 3

Uganda
Angola 4
Benin 4
Central African Rep. 4
Chad 4
Congo 4
Liberia 4
Mozamldque 4

Niger 4
Somalia 4
South Africa 4
Togo 4
Zaire 4

Zambia 4
Gabon
;Mauritania
Mauritius

1111)

\ 0 MO

\ 0 11M

MIDDLE EAST and
NORTH AFRICA

Algeria
Libya
Syria
Egypt
Iran
Iraq
Nloroceo
Sudan
Jordan
Lebanon
Tunisia
Turkey
Vemen
Kuwait
Oman
Saudi Arabia
U. Arab Emirates

1

3

4
4
4
4
4

NO MO

NO UM

NA) 11M

\ 11M

Jae

SOUTH ASIA

IBhutan
Bangladesh
India
Nepal
l'akistan
Sri l.anka
Afghanistan

9

2
9

2
9

4

All countries have been
placed in a category from

1 to 4 depending on the
efforts they .are currently
makiitga iodize ialt.

For an explanation
opwhaeah

Ca tegtflynwea ns.
se

What the rankings mean...

1
Countries in which more
than 75% of edible salt is

fortified with iodine. In these
countries iodine deficiency has
already been virtually eliminated,
or is expected to be virtually
eliminated by 1995.

Countries making major
efforts to fortify edible salt

with iodine. In these countries
rrt food-grade salt is expected to
be iodized during the next year.
[II Countries that are planning

to eliminate iodine defi-
ciency through salt iodization
but have not implemented their
plans in a major way.

2

4 Countries in which iodine
deficiency is known to be.

or likely to be, a public health
problem' but which do not have
national plans to iodize all food-
grade salt.

Countries in which it
is known, or expected,

that iodine deficiency disorders
(IDD) are not a public health
problem. This group includes
nations where adequate iodine
intakes are obtained without the
use of iodized salt (for example,
from seafood or processed foods).

co .d.o.t.d at o Wit health problem vh.n 5% ma, d
xFool6.1cItion howe erdoqKfilvrod (Tour no rec
waiy nubile law loels of aloe nunne

NO 1DD



SALT IODIZATION
4'. _ataltgla_

EAST ASIA and
PACIFIC

Thailand
Imhmesia
Nlalaysia
1Iongolia
Myanmar

Viet Nam
Cambodia
Korea. Dem.
Papua New Guinea
!long Kong'
Korea. Rep.
Singapore

2
9

3
3
3

4
4
4

wo
No um

NO 11)1)

CENTRAL AMERICA
and CARIBBEAN

Costa Rica
Ilonduras
Jamaica
Nicaragua
Panama
Dominican Rep.
El Salvador
Guatemala
Mexico
Cuba
laiti

Trinidadfrobogo

SOUTH AMERICA

1 Argentina
1 Bolivia

Brazil
Chile

1 Ecuador
9 Peru
9 Uruguay
9 Venezuela
2 Colombia
3 Paraguay
4

NO lOO

2
3

.. nf mine de,Con.,., 0 ..100,0,,X10`
cn tcynle, rembncs ot be bo,,et Oncn
C o °costa o.beo l_enuolAs,a ono rnodle rectnes
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Momentum builds to end IDD
Iodine deficiency disorders (IDD)
affect the well-being and capacities
of at least 600 million people. The
effect on children is particularly
severe causing physical and devel-
opmental problems and reducing
IQs by as much as 10-15 points.
Because of its impact on human
development, iodine deficiency
also has implications for social and
economic progress.

The problem can be prevented
relatively easily and cheaply by
the iodization of all salt supplies.

The movement to end this prob-
lem is now gathering momentum in
most parts of the developing world.

In the last five years, over half a
billion people in 12 of the most
seriously affected countries
have begun using iodized salt.
As a result, an estimated 120
million children have been
spared the risk of physical and
mental impairment. And there
is a real chance that the 1995
goal of iodizing virtually all salt
supplies will be met.

The most readily available
measure of IDD is the prevalence
of goitre the swelling of the
thyroid gland. The table shows
the current position in the 12
most seriously affected countries.

60% of goitre in 12 countries

Population with
goitre (millions)

% of househokis
using iodized salt

1992 1993

Brozil 21.7 95
Nigenci 11.6 op
Iran 18.5 /0
Mexico 13.2 70
India 79.0 50
China 109.3 40
Incicnesiu 53.0 40
Tanmnia 10.3 35
Bangladesh 13.5 20
Pakistan 40.4 15
Viet Nam 13.9 10
Ethiopia 11.6 0
scums Sokartskerchon 1.9.5CEF fie4dce....4. 1994 Gann
W140. G fxroolence d icchne deboency duceden.

UNCEF ond COCO, 1993

4:44.6j,

INDUSTRIALIZED
COUNTRIES

Austria 1

Canada 1

Czech Rep.
Finland
Slovakia
Switzerland 1

Bulgaria 2
Hungary 9

Poland 2
Romania 2
France 3
Albania 4
Germany 4
Greece 4
Italy 4
Portugal 4
Spain 4
Australia NO 11)1)

Belgium N.° loo

Denmark \O 11)1)

Ireland loo
Israel N() too
Japan O wo

Netherlands wo
New Zealand NO 11)1)

Norway 1DD

Sweden \o
United Kingdom \o am
United States NO MD

TARGETS

1995: Universal salt iodization in
affected countries.

2000: Virtual elimination of iodine
deficiency disorders.

FOR 1995 AND 201.X1



24 dévelOphig-
nationi fi-ave
already reduced-

,
child maliuitritiOn
to 1070 or less...

30 ont Of 61 nations
for whicl*

available are on
. ' ?,

track to achieve the
goat of-a .0
reduction m child
malnutrition by
1995.

17 countries are
engaged in action
on a national *Scale
to defeat vitinnin A
deficiency-a.Major
cause of blindness
and child deaths.

144 nations - both
industrialized and
developing- are
supporting
breastfeeding by
promoting the
'baby-friendly
hospital initiative'.

wI

N I 1{,IT I 0 \
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ACHIEVEMENT AN1

Tanzania - on target to meet 1995 niarition goal

30 nations now likely to
reach mid-decade goal
Recent information from 61 devel-
oping countries suggests that almost
half are likely to reach the goal of a
20% reduction in child malnutrition
by 1995. The goal, agreed to by
almost all nations following the 1990
World Summit for Children, is part
of a longer-term attempt to halve
child malnutrition in the developing
world by the year 2000.

Statistics on the number of mal-
nourished children - as measured by
the percentage of preschoolers who
are underweight -are generally weak.
But information has become avail-
able in 1994 which makes it possible
to compile the following progress
report for countries that are home to
almost 90% of the developing world's
children.

Malnutrition being beaten
Countries where less than 10% of children
are malnourished

Algeria

Argentina

Barbados

Brazil

Chile

Colombia

Costa Rica

Cuba

Dominican Rep

Egypt

Jamaica

Jordan

Korea. Rep.

Kuwait

Libya

Malaysia

Morocco
Paraguay

Swaziland

Trinidad/Tobago

Tunisia

Turkey

Uruguay

Venezuela

On target
Countries where more than 10% of chil-
dren are malnourished but where trends
indicate that the goal is likely to be met

Cape Verde

China

Tanzania

Thailanci

Viet Nam

Zimbabwe

Need a boost
Effective nutrition strategies in place, but
lack of resources means rate of improve-
ment not rapid enough to meet goal

Bangladesh

/Bolivia
El Salvador

Ghana
India

Indonesia

Myonmai

Nicaragua

Pakistan

Peru

Philippines

Sri Lanka

Need a strategy
No appropriate strategies - unlikely to
meet goal

Ethiopia

Guyana

Kenya

Malawi
Mexico

Nepal
Nigeria

Yemen

Zambia

Need peace
Countries unlikely to meet goal because of
war or internal strife

Angola

Burundi

Haiti

Lesotho

Liberia

Mozambiaue

Rwanda

Somalia

Sudon

Zaire

A ,LAJo1cd hom Ur .
3 ond ACC. SC N Sercro,trocno,nem+aorke,..-r 0.0
vo. 2 1903

17 countries
launch vitamin A
programmes, 34
fail to act
One of the most important advances
in medical knowledge of recent years
is. the discovery that even mild vita-
min A deficiency -can increase child
deaths from common diseases by as
much as 25%. But many nations have
not yet begun to act, despite the fact
that vitamin A deficiency also causes
250,000 children to go blind each year.

In 17 nat:ons. large-scale pro-
grammes are under way to ensure that
all children have adequate vitamin A.
But in 34 other nations with vitamin
A problems. no large-scale preven-
tive action is being taken.

In Central America. vitamin A is
added to sugar'. In many Asian coun-
tries. capsules are provided through
immunization systems. In some
nations. campaigns are promoting
knowledge about foods rich in

vitamin A.

Action
Countries where large-scale programmes
to reduce vitamin A deficiency are being
implemented

Bangiadesh
Brazil
Burkina Faso
Ei Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
India
Indonesia
Malawi

Moll
Viobritania
Nem
Panama
Philippines
Somalia
Tanzania
Viet Nam

No action
Countries with vitamin A problems where
no large-scale programmes are currently
being implemented

Angola
Benin
Burundi
Bolivia
Cambodia
Cameroon
Centro African Reo
Chad
DominicanRep.

Ecuador
Ethiopia
Ghana
Haiti
Kenya
Lao Reo
Liberia
Mexico

unnCEF ,..^0..ovedwo

Mozambique
Myanmar
Namibia
Niger
Nigeria
Pakistan

Peru

Rwanda
Senegal
Sierra Leone
Sr, Lanka

Sudan
Togo
Uganda
Yemen
Zambia
ZInbabwe

14
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DISPARITY

.

A

- Innter than expected India :vase than expected

Nutrition in some
nations runs ahead of
economic progTess
Child nutrition in several African
nations is better than expected. given
t he level of poverty, while several
large Sout h Asian countries are per-
forming less well than they should,

By using economic and nutritional
data from all nations, it is possible to
calculate the percentage of child mal-
nutrition that can be expected for any
given economic level. The difference
between this ex-peeled level and the
actual level represents each country's
national performance gap (NPG).

A country with Uganda's economic
level, for example, could he expected

Top 12
Child nutrition is significantly better than
expected for GNP per capita

Actual Expected Difference
% % (NPG)

Uganda 23 38 +15
Tonzama 20 43 . 4
E a voi 9 22 +13

y.;rdan 6 17 +11

Paragua, 4 15 +11
Bohvia 13 :2 +9

Ill'OCts ;-. ! 0 . )

Morocco 9 18 +9

ominican Rep 10 18 +8

Malawi 27 35 .8
;-)ngo,ia 2 2,..) +8

'ierra Leone 29 37 +8

to have 38% of its children malnour-
ished: in fact it has 23% giving a
national performance gap of +15.
India, at a higher economic level.
could be expected to have a child mal-
nutrition rate of 30° /. hot has an
actual rate of 63%. an N PG of 33.

Thisapproach gives a different pic-
ture from that shown on the facing
page where countries are catego-
rized on current trends rather than
'absolute levels of child malnutrition.
'he !Isis berow snow the best ora ssolst l',Gs for tiose
:('..nrres vern recent 101.0^ V.T-PCS ; 89 0. :ore,. A
'iI lOhnO (4Pr35 - c11, ,e011n nt, 10,0,1 OM (Kit,.

-s gnren on ooges 48 ono 49

Bottom 10
Child nutrition is significantly worse than
expected for GNP per capita

Actual Expected Difference
% % (NPG)

Niger 36 30 6
Nigeria 36 30 - 6
Yemen 30 24 6
Vet Nam 42 33

Namibia 26 4 - 12
Pakistan 40 27 - 13
RI,!ippines 1.4 _ 1 4

Moxikania 48 24 24

Bangladesh 34 32

India 63 30 33

1.,P ) a

900 hospitals declared
'baby-friendly'
Over 900 hospitals worldwide are now
displaying the 'baby-friendly' wall
plaque which means that they are fol-
lowing the 'ten steps to successful
breastfeeding' being promoted by
WHO and UNICEF.

The two organizations launched
the baby-friendly hospital initiative in
June 1991 in an attempt to enlist the
support of hospitals the world over in
encouraging breastfeeding. WHO
estimates that 1 million deaths a year
could be prevented if all infants were
exclusively breastfed for the first few
months of life. In many countries, the
main influence is the example set by
hospitals and maternity wards.

So far. 19 industrialized countries
have set up national authorities to
supervise the baby-friendly pro-
gramme. and over 250 hospitals are
moving to implement the 'ten steps':

industrialized nations
Hospitals declared baby-friendly
by 1993

Sweaen 20 Czech Rep. 2

Japan 2 Switzerland

Denmark 1 Hungary 1

.rowno '1

In the developing world. most gov- .

ernments have begun the baby-
friendly campaign by selecting
influential hospitals and maternity
centres to pioneer the scheme. In
total. nearly 14.000 maternity units
in 125 countries are now involved.

Almost every country in the devel-
oping world has now banned the free
or low-cost distribution of breastmilk
substitutes in hospitals and mater-
nity wards. Industrialized nations are
being challenged to follow suit.

Developing nations
Progress to date in the 10 most populous
developing nations

Maternity units targeted
to be baby-friendly

by 1995

Declared
baby-friendly

by 1993

,nino 1000 207
Prilipoines 1600 138

'ileac() 560 55
India 1000 33
Indonesia 4000 30
Pakistan '00 7

Nigeria 35 5

Brazil 100
aangicdesn 3

Vet Nom 97 5

Over half pregnant women anaemic
Iron-deficiency anaemia a major
cause of death in pregnancy and
childbirth affects more than 40% of
the developing world's women. If only
pregnant women .are counted, the
proportion rises to more than 55%.

The worst-affected area is South
Asia. where an estimated 60% of all

women suffer anaemia (compared
wit h 44"/o in sub-Saharan Africa.
26% in South America. and 13% in
the industrialized nations). During
pregnancy. when dietary iron re-
quirements rise steeply, t hree out of
four South Asian women become
anaemic.

Anasank Asia
Pregnancy anaemia rates in countries with over 3 million births a year

India Indonesia Pakistan Bangladesh Nigeria Brazil China United States



The three greatest
threats to the
health of children
in the developing
world are measles,
diarrhoea, and
pneumonia.
Helped by poor
nutrition, these
three diseases kill
approximately
7 million children
a year and leave
millions more
malnourished.

Low-cost methods
of preventing or
treating all three
vaccine for
measles, ORT for
diarrhoea, and
antibiotics for
pneumonia have
long been
available.

Immunization now
reaches almost
80%, ORT almost
40%. Both are
helping to build the
capacity for more
comprehensive
health care.

COMMENTARY
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The

ra ngsnki in this chapter of
The Pmgres.s of Nations ,how

Ihe progress being made towards the
goal of universalizing two specific
medical interventions Minimum-
min and oral rein dration therapy
ORTI.

erall. the% tell a story of a
remarkable advance. Fifteen ears
ago_ the benefits of immunization
mire restricted to no more than 15%
it t he de% eliqiing worhrs population:
ti 'day. they are reaching almost 80%.
nd preventing approximately 3 mil-
lion child deaths anti half a million
cases of 110110 ery year.

The progress of ORT hasIn-en less
-pectacular. but still impressive. A lit-

to er a decade ago. I his low-cost
lift---a% ing inet hod of preventing and
treating the deli% dration caused by
f iarrhoral disease was hardly known
outside the laboratory: today it is
being WWII b almost DM of all fam-
ilies in t he des eloping %%odd and sav-

ing about I million li% es each year.
ft er t he enormous efforts that

have been inade, it rnav seem too rig-
orous to sav that 80"/a immunization
and 40% ORT use are not nearly
entnigh. But tlw hard truth is that dis-
ases like measles, neonatal tetanus.
anti diarrhoea have always been most

cuiluilun mpong tlw least privileged.
t he least well nourished. and the least
-erved by lwalth services. In other

on IS. I he problem is concentrated
us hen the solutions have not yet
reached. And to rest content with the
-uccesses aellies ed so far would be to
give up with the job less than half
done. Every year. 2 million children

die from vaccine-preventable dis-
ease. and another 3 million succumb
to diarrhoea! disease. So while it is
t rue that inmumization and ORT have
been the greatest public health suc-
cess stories of the 1980s, it is also true
that they remain among the greatest
public health challenges of the 1990s.

Building capacity

No one would claim that itnmuniz-
at ion plus ORT equals health. But it
is fair to Kr that progress towards the
universalization of these two particu-
lar techniques is both a measure and
a means of progress towards health
care for all. For in their different
%says, immunization and ORT

A measure
and a means
of health
Jon Rohde
Jon Rohde is UNICEF Representative in India. As doctor. paediatrician.
researcher, teacher, health service manager. and advocate, he has worked in
developing countries for the last 25 years. Since 1981. he has been Health
Adviser to the Executive Director of UNICEF and has played a central role
in promoting immunization and oral whydration therapy as a bridgehead
for better health and nutrition for the world's children.

require the building up of the two
essential capacities. different but
complementary, of a well-functioning
primary health care system.

To take immunization first, uni-
versalizing the service means mak-
ing a modern medical technology
available to well over 120 million chil-
dren on four or five separate occa-
sions during their first year of life. It
therefore requires a capacity to iden-
tify every new birth. to communicate
with every new parent. and to main-
tain a record for every child. Clearly,
a system that can achieve all this. ear
in, year out, has the makings of a sys-
tem that can put many other tech-
nology-based medical advances at the
disposal of the majority. It is in this
sense that progress in immunization
is both an aim and a measure not just
of one particular medical interven-
tion, but of the building up of one of
the most essential capacities of a' ly
health system.

The universalization of ORT. on
the other hand, demands the building
up of a different kind of capacity
one which moves in the opposite
direction, from the periphery towards
the centre. Every family should
know, for example. that a child with
diarrhoea needs plenty of additional
fluids. continued feeding, and an
extra mral a day for a week after the
illness has ended. But this advance

I 7

will not on its own prevent most
deaths from diarrhoea! disease. Every
parent or guardian must also have
somewhere to go for help if the diar-
rhoea seems more worrying than
(usual. It does not matter whether that
local help point is a paramedic. or a
community health worker, or a health
elinic_ or a dot-tor: what is important
is that the help given slmuld include
sachets of oral rehydration salts
(ORS) and correct instructions on
how to uSe them. In the small minor-
ity of cases which are more serious
still, there must be a capacity to refer
the child quickly to a medical
centre or hospital for intravenous
treatment and antibiotics if needed.

It is in these senses that the ability
to universalize these two specific
interventions defines the essential
vapacities of an effective primary
health system. the one starting with
an essential technology and reaching
out from a central point into every
home, the other beginning with
essential knowledge in every home
and reaching inwards towards the
centres of medical expertise.

Demystifying knowledge

I n practice, the structures that have.
been strengthened and the lessons
that have been learned in the attempt
to universalize immunization and

ORT are now beginning to contribute
to better community health in several
ways. India's immunization services
are beginning to distribute vitamin A
capsules (see page 10) and family
planning supplies; safe inotherho I
programmes are being strengthened
at monthly immunization sessions
where" pregnant women receive
tetanus toxoid and iron tablets, are
informed about possible danger
signs. and are helped to know where
to go. or arrange to be taken, if emer-
gency obstetric care is needed.

The universalization of ORT helps
to build a different capacity. It is not
a technology that can be delivered; it
must become a part of the local cul-
ture. This takes more time and
patience. But the lessons and skills
being learned art similar to those that
are needed to demystify other kinds
of medical knowledge for example,
about how tb recognize and deal with
pneumonia and malaria, or how to
avoid AI DS. Stich knowledge should
become part of every family's basic
stock of life-information. influencing
health behaviour, and be reinforced
by referral services which link more
difficult health problems to more spe-
cialized health services.

Reaching out

Finally, therelevance of advances
in ORT and immunization to the
building of effective health services
also extends to changes in the very
concept of what health services are
and what they do. In the struggle to
achieve the goals of 80% coverage
and use. many health service person-
nel, at all levels, have had to begin
thinking of the population to be
served not as those who walk through
clinic doors but as the total popula-
tion of a defined area. In sotne coun-
tries. the attempt to record the birth
of every single infant in need of vac-
cination has begun the essential
process of ordered and regular con-
tact between health services and all
families. The concepts of entitnera-
tio- -d accountability, of reaching
ou. to the unreached, of working
within a complex and interdependent
system to achieve a common end all
of these have begun to be strength-
ened by the effort to universalize
these two specific interventions.
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Diarrhoeal disease
still kills almost
3 million children
every year despite
the availability of
the low-cost remedy
known as oral
rehydration
therapy (ORT).

These pages rank all
countries in the
developing world
according to the
percentage of cases
of childhood
diarrhoea that are
treated with ORT.

Virtually unknown
a decade ago, the
therapy is now being
used by about four
out of every ten
families in the
developing world
and is estimated to
be saving over a
million young lives
each year.

Almost all
developing nations
have adopted the
goal of 80% ORT
use by 1995.

EAGUE TABLE OF

SUB-SAHARAN
AFRICA

2

3
4
4
6

8

10
11

12
13
14

15

Zambia
Cameroon
Tanzania
Lesotho
Somalia
Zimbabwe
Kenya

`4.

90
84
83
78
78
77
69

Ethiopia
Congo
Guinea
Botswana

68
67
65
64

Sierra Leone 60
Mauritania 54
Burundi 49
Angola 48

OPP- Regional averaae 47

Benin 45
Zaire 45
Ghana 44
Mali 41

Nigeria 35
Togo 33
N1Ozambi9ue 30
Uganda 30
111adagascar 29
Senegal
Rwanda 26
Gabon '25

Central African Rep. 24
Niger 17

COt (Moire 16

Burk ina Faso 15

Chad 15

Liberia 15

Malawi 14

Cuinea-Bissau 6

Eritrea NO DKR

16
16
18
19
20
21

22
22

25
26
27
28
29
30
31

31

31
34

171

N1auritius
Namibia
South Africa

NO DATA

NO 11)Al'A

NO DATA

MIDDLE EAST and
NORTH AFRICA

2

3
4
5
6

Syria
Iran 85
United Arab Emirates 81
Libya 80
Jordan
I rag 70

III. Regional average 50

Ixbanon 45
Saudi Arabia 45
Egypt 34
Sudan 98
Algeria 27
Tunisia 22

7

7

9
10
11

12
13
14

15
16

Oman
N1orocco
Kuwait
Yemen
Turkey

19

13

10

6

vIA

SOUTH ASIA

Bhutan 85
Sri Lanka 76
India 37

100. Regional average
Pakistan 34
Afghanistan
Bangladesh
Nepal

.4

5-

6
7

94
14

DEVELOPING WORLD AVERAGE

ORT thse

Fluid definition
ORT is based on the discovery
that the dehydration caused by
diarrhoea can be prevented and
treated not by withholding food
and fluids but by giving plenty.
of liquids including breast-
milk, gruels, soups, rice water,
and even weak tea or clean
water. Special oral rehydration
salts are also increasingly avail-
able in pharmacies, shops and
health centres. Contirwed feed-
ing during the illness and extra
food in the week afterwards is

an important part of the treat-
ment. This is ORT. And it is
effective in more than 90% of

cases of diarrhoeal disease.
Comparing progress in ORT

is difficult because the fluids
recommended vary from country
to country, and the data given
here are subject to some differences
in definition. WHO has now
revised the definition of ORT to
emphasize the increased volume
of fluids required when a child has
diarrhoea. The definition used m
these tables is the one that has
been used for the last decade
'treated with oral rehydration
salts and/or appropriate house-
hold fluids'.
krum.c.....x.vo-o.PRIERWM6C0.0101Cirk401
C410101: Norm wpm", repot 1992.1903
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ORT USE
N

EAST ASIA and
PACIFIC

94,

72

CENTRAL
and

AMERICA
CARIBBEAN

Cuba 80Korea. Dent.
22 Mongolia 65 Costa Rica 78

2 Thailand 65 3 Honduras 70
4 Niet Nam 52 3 Trinidad and Tobago 70
5 Malaysia 47 5 Mexico 63

Papua Nen Cuinea 46 6
011.

Panama 55
Indonesia 44 Regional average 55

8 Al0 30 7
8

El Salvador 45
11111 Regional average 29 Nicaragua 40
9 Philippines 25 9 Dominican Rep. 35
10 China 22 10

1 1

Guatemala 24
1 1 Myanmar 19 !laid 20
1 2 Cambodia 12 Jamaica 10

Hong Kong D VrA

Korea. nep. No my%

Singapore No Dm

SOUTH AMERICA

%
IUruguay 96

Venezuela 80
Argentina 70
1....cuador 70
Bolivia 63
Brazil 63

P.- Regional averag .58

Paraguay 52
Colombia 40
Peru 31

Chile 10

8
9
10

Recpcnot c,etooes (re we.onteo tof ocouOton stze

The rise ( and occasional fall) of ORT
Promoted by WHO and UNIdF
for the last decade, some form of
ORT has now reached approxi.
mately 40% ofiamilies.

Global estimates of ORT use
% of episodes of diarrhoea in under.
fives treated with ORT (defined as
oral rehydration saits and/or appro-
priate household fluids)

35

30

25

20

15

10
84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92

Forty nations, 16 of them in
Africa, have lifted ORT use rates
by 30 percentage points or more
over the last seven years.

lb. tap ton
% of episodes treated with ORT

1986 1992

9 95
CarflerCen 84
Unglay 21 96
Bhtticm 11 85
Somalia 5 78
Korea, Dern. 0 72
Lesotho 6 78
United Arab Emirates 9 81
Tanzania I 4 83
Libya 12 80

smoci W1-10 %gram,* k. Corol d DOthoocl t340$44. Yawn in:90mq $pco$, 1988 or,41693

Several of the nations that pio-
neered ORT in the 1980s have
since slipped back. But
Bangladesh, Egypt and Mexico
all have new programmes and
are reporting rapid gains in

%
rise

1993 and 1994.

Going down
86
83

% al episodes treated with ORT
% pt.

75 1986 1992 fall
74

Bangladesh 51 24 -2773
72 Egypt 61 34 -27
72 Mexico 75 63 -12
72 Nepal 25 14 -1 I
69 Tunisia 27 22 -5
68 Myanmar 21 19 -2

Morocco 15 13 -2

INDUSTRIALIZED
COUNTRIES

ORT has been slow to catch on in
the industrialized nations and no
statistics on its use are available.
Most health services and medical
schools now recomthend ORT as
the first-choice treatment for
diarrhoea, but few parents know
about it and most doctors
continue to prescribe
antidiarrhoeal drugs .

In the United States, where one
or two children die every day from
dehydration. diarrhoea accounts
for 3 million visits to clinics every
year and almost a quarter of a
million hospital admissions. The
cost of inappropriate treatment
runs to more than SI billion a
year. Only L',0 % of American

families know about ORT- half
the rate in the developing world.

A recent WHO report
concluded that -ant id iarrhoeal
drugs should never be used. None
has any proven value and some
are dangerous." France.
Cermany. the Netherlands and
Norway. among others. have now
banned or de-registered.drugs
such as loperamide.

TARGILS

1995: 80% of cases of diarrhoea in
ehildren to be treated with ORT.

2000: A halving of child deaths from
diarrhoeal disease.

FOR 1995 AND 20W
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Every year,
140,000 children
are crippled
by polio.

A million are killed
by measles.

Over 3 million die
from pneumonia.

Almost 3 million
succumb to
dehydration.

600,000 newborns
die of tetanus.

250,000 a year go
blind from lack of
vitamin A.

Low-cost
solutions exist
for all of these
problems.

Progress against
them is therefore
a measure of a
govermnent's
commitment to
the health and
well-being of the
majority.

ACHIEVEMENT AND
Tetanus coverage falls
% of children immunized against
measles and polio, and %of pregnant
women immunized against tetanus,
developing world, 1986-1992

1986 87 88 89 90
'NH) ....o..t.W100,3

91 92

Tetanus immunrzattan in prepanev !Martin both mother and newborn rhild

650,000 needless deaths
Tetanus one of the simplest and
,41eapest diseases to prevent is still

killing an estimated coo.000 new-
horns and 50.(XX) mothers every year.
l inn in nizat ion of pregnant women
against tetanus climbed only slowly to
just over 45% in 1990. and has now
fallen back again to just over 40%. In
total. 26 countries have allowed
tetanus immunization levels to fall
by 10 percentage points or more in
the first few years of the 1990s (see list

at right ).
Tetanus deaths are caused by poor

hygiene during childbirt h allowing
tetanus spores to come into contact
us it h the umbilical cord. Both mother
and nei.% born child can he protected
by inure hygienic births and/or by
tetanus vaccine.

But while vaccines like measles and
polio reach almost .80% of children.
immunization of pregnant women
against tetanus languishes at little
more than half that level. On present
t rends. says WHO. the 1995 target of
neonatal tetam s elimination will be
missed.

Wring coverage...
Nine countries improved tetanus coverage
by 10 percentage points or more between
1990 and 1992.

% pt.
1990 1992 rise

Guinea
lonka

Vet Nom
Pirlypnes
Myanmar
M.socco

Mrlavsia

10 70
60 85

42
43 65
54 /2
64 130

83

60
25
24
22
18
16
15

88 '-)8 10

And letting it slide...
Twenty-six countries allowed tetanus
coverage to fall by 10 percentage points
or more between 1990 and 1992.

% % pt.
1990 1992 fall

Madagascar
Cameroon
Zambia
Pakistan
Central African Ren
Brazil
Chad
E.hioara

Nigeria
Tanzania

Namibia
,,netlar
Ho :1

Botswana
Malawi
Jordan
Mauritius
Uganda
Bhutan
Cote d !voile
Nicaragua
Nepal
Linbabwe

5,0
03
68
87

62
42

84

45
2.3

82
47
04
31

63
63
25
28
60

01.10,(1 lk I ....mi. iheon041

42
43
21

16
50

12
18

50

58

15
-.14
- 41

37
- 36

Pneumonia
deaths- 80 %
1 8 countries
Pneumonia remains the greatest sin-
gle killer of the world's children
claiming the lives of an estimated 3.6
million under-fives each year.

The goal set for the year 2(XX) is a
one-t hird reduction in this toll
achievable by varcination against
measles and diphtheria. parental
awareness of the danger signs. and
ready availability of antibiotics.

Of the 3.6 million pneumonia
deaths. 80% iiccur in the follmsing 18
countries.

No.of pneumonia Total no. of
deaths' per 1000 pneumonia

under-fives deaths
1990 1990

40
38

' (pop

58 000
54 000

Afghanistan 29 86 000
Vsalawi 27 54 000
E.hiotala 17 166 000

16 281 000Bangladesh
83 000

'0o:oznadnaa

16
16 000g

I 45 492 000
emen

Nigeria
1.1n 4 000

aKision ,.77 000z1-

43 0001170al

2f 65 .2)0000

J

47 000Bfaaozinresio

79 000

-,.5.4imino 01040103 miLon DrWOunX03C 014015 0 yea,

-`,7s oclvdes 110i a rr.aCra treaMS rim 00033091 Daetiale
3 11 aceumonla aeaMs slomming liorn Ther ArtesSes

hom measles una 1,
.^0 I0i nv,5 10 0001 4 maban a v.Alt

i003r.,0 j 043 A'
200 ,W2 03t YtStvto boosse. ke4.0 roo

4,005 90111A0,01, O. la,. g

Poorer ahead of richer
Per capita GNP below $1000,
tetanus coverage 70% or more

Per capita % immunized
GNP ($) 1992 1992

Korea. Dem 970
Rwanda 250
Sri Lanka 540
Sierra Leone 1;'0
Bangladesh 220
Indio 310
Myanmar 220
Guinea 510
Egypt 530

Ar-Al eon. .%,,11,,, .4-01

96
88

80
80
77

72

Per capita GNP $1500 or more,
tetanus coverage below 50%

Per capita % immunized
GNP ($) 1992 1992

Botswana
7unisla

^famibia
''Cla

Turkey

Kuwail

:uaeria

2790
1 740
2190
1610
15e0
1950

16150
; -70
I1130

- ,14,1 e

46
44
44
33
32
22
22
21
18
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DISPARITY

firma "rer 50% now hare safe 'rater supply

Watering the statistics
There is no standard international
le nit ion of is hat is meant by access

to clean water. In one country it may
mean '1-0 litres per persoh per day
from a standpipe within 100 metres:
in another, it tnay mean 20 litres per
pf.rson per day from a well within
one kilometre. It is therefore impos-
sible to compare the progress of
nations in providing safe water.

Even thinly pereeived through
inadequate statistics, it can be seen
t hat well over a billion people still
lack clean water. Even more have no
safe sanitation. Meanwhile. 80% of
the estimated $10 billion a Year spent

on water supply goes to high.cost
household connections I( ir the few.
rather than low.cost community
water supplies for the many.

Resources are only one factor.
Argentina. Gabon. Malaysia, Mexico.
Oman and Uruguay all have relatively

high GNPs more than $2000 per
capita but none has managed to
bring safe water to even 80% of its
people.

Using their own criteria, several
cations have succeeded in increasing

access to safe water by more than 30
percentage points in the 1980s.

Fastest progress
% with access % pt.
to safe water rise

1980 1990

3..100(0 :0
Bangladesh 38 '8 40
Oman 14 53 39
Burkina Faso 30 28 38
Benin 8 55 17
lesomo 4 .:7 33

41 73 .32

Z.rnboowe 52 ;4 32
Thailand 43. 31

Jcf, 558 xvo cc- ^ ).
TOCIY.

Guinea worm in retreat
Guinea worm disease hich is
acquired by drinking infected water
and brings months of debilitating
pain to its victims - has been reduced

by about 80% in the last five Years.
Su rwys in 1989 font id just under I
million confirmed eases in 16 African
nations and in parts of India and
Pakistan. The latest 1993 surveys
have found just over 200.000.

Every nation with a guinea worm
Iu-oblem has now undertaken village.

hi -village surveys. In total. 22.00t1
villages have been covered. Two

thirds have subsequently taken steps
to break the cycle of infection.

The table shows recent progress in

the most successful programmes.

Five of the best
No. of cases

found
No of cases

1993

Nigeria 653 000110881 76.000

Ghana 180 000119801 18 000
India -31 000119851 800
Pakistan I 100 (19881 2

eroon 371 ,19Tio, '2

no. t. 114(.1 WO

World on track to beat
polio but 22 nations let
vaccine coverage fall
The world is on track towards the
goal of eradicating polio by the end of
the 20th century. Overall, the virus,
which at its height crippled some
650.000 children a, year. now claims
less dials 150.000 victims annually.

The last known case ct io in the
western hemisphere was i-,!corded in
September 1991 in Peru. Parts of
Africa. the Middle East and the
Pacific are also now struggling free of
the virus. Of the more than 200
nations in the world, 108 have
reported no cases of polio for three
consecutive years (not el ery case of
polio is detected).

The 80% target for polio immu-
nization was reached by some 80
countries, and many others have
come close. A total of 45 countries
have already reached the 90% cover-
age target set for the year 2000.

The main threat to polio eradica-
tion is complacency. World vaccina-
tion rates have slipped by a few
percentage point:, since 1990, and
there is evidence that the number of
polio cases may also have risen

slightly. In the following 22 nations.
%aceine coverage has slipped by more

than 10 percentage points since 1990.

Slipping
% immunized
1990 1992

% pt.
fall

El Salvador 76 65 - 1

173te 48 36 -12
Nigeria 57 45 -12
Haiti 40 -13
Jamaica 37 '4 _13

'Aodagascar 46 32 -14
Togo 61 47 -14
Zambia 78 63 -15
Kenya 71 55 -16
Cameroon 54 37 -- 7

Ghana 56 39 -17
Lesotho 75 58 -17
Ireland 81 63 -18
Greece 96 77 -19
Senegal 66 47 -19
Sierra Leone 83 64 -19
New Zealand 90 68 -22
Botswana 62 .)8 -24
Dominican 9ep. 00 63 -27
Brazil 03 62 -31
Ethiopia 44 13 -31
C Akcar Rep 82 45 - .37

Bold type t rel., co:es teoareo Q0.:
0.\ O.X1 uNC F on,..o.vea

Measles ups and downs
Before a vaccine became available in
the mid-1960s. measles killed approx-

imately 7 million children a year. That
toll has now been reduced to about 1
million. But measles remains the
most lethal of the vaccine-preventable

diseases, striking at tens of millions of
children every year and leaving many

Eight down
% immunized
1990 1992

% pt.
fall

Dominican Rep 96 75 -21
A..ustrio 60 38 -22
G.N.waia 81 58 -23
Ethiopia 37 10 -27
Panama 99 71 -28

r "'CIO 57 29 -28

Azeibolian 62 50 -32
C African Rev 82 32 -50

of the survivors prey to malnutrition.
diarrhoea, pneumonia, vitamin A
deficiency, blindness and deafness.

Levels of measles immunization
have on the whole remained steady
following the enormous efforts made
to meet the 80% target by 1990.

Seven up
% immunized
1990 1992

% pt.
rise

too Rep 13 55 42
Giinea 18 52 34
Iraq 90 28
Bolivia 53 80 27
Trinidad/Tobago 70 93 23
Afghanistan 20 42 22
Namibia 41 03 22

00..3 (Ind ONaCE; %ArM, 'nod dno
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Almost all nations
have accepted the

tt,aoal of providing a
primary school
education for at
least 80% of
children by the end
of the cen .

In recent years,
radical new
approaches in
some low-income
countries have
shown that this goal
is achievable.

Of the most

populous
developing
nations, China,
Egypt, Indonesia
and Mexico are on
target to achieve
the goal of full
primary education
for 80%. Brazil,
and India could
reach the goal with
an accelerated
effort. Bangladesh,
Nigeria and
Pakistan face a
massive but not
impossible task.

COMMENTARY

a
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rr hirtv years' experience has con-
vinced me that the goal of edu-

cation for all by the year 2000 can still
be achieved.

In the 1960s. while teaching sec-
ondary school in what was then
Southern R hodesia. I also began
teaching literacy in township night
schools. But it was obvious that we
needed to work on a much larger
...vale. and with independence on the
horizon, several of us returned to uni-
versities in Africa and abroad to pre-
pare ourselves for the challenge.

In 1980. independent Zimbabwe
was born. Soon afterwards. I was
appointed as first head of ZINTEC
the Zimbabwe Integrated Teacher
Education Course. Our job was clear:
train enough teachers so that the
country could mot e forward rapidly
towards education for all.

Bridging operation
111MlfulI

Our choice was also clear: we could
take the nornal route of establishing
teacher training colleges and building
schools which would have meant
i hat two or three generations of young
Zimbabweans would grow up illiter-
ate and uneducated or we could
attempt a bridging operatIon in order
to give those children and their new
country - t he benefits of a basic edu-
cation which we would then struggle
to upgrade.

We had learned about unconven-
tional approaches w hile working in
refugee camps during Zimbabwe's
war of independence. Building on
this experience, and r.i the strategies
pioneered in neighbouring Tanzania.
we accepted the target of education
for all wit hin five Years.

Three times a year. we recruited
900 trainee teachers for a four-month ,
course. Instead of attempting to build
large numbers of teacher training
colleges, we used a combination of
once-a-week meetings with tutors
-upplemented by distance edueation
and on-the-job training. At the core of
t he programme was a carefully struc-
tured common curriculum intended
to cover the basics reading, writing,
mathematics, and practical skills
related to community development
and improving farm productivity.

The problem of t he lack of schools
also yielded to non-conventional

Education for
all can still be
achieved
Fay Chung
Fay Chung headed the drive to train many thousands of new teachers in
Zimbabwe's post-independence drive to achieve education for all. After serv-
ing since 1988 as her country's Minister of Education. she was appointed in
December 1993 as Chief of Education. UNICEF. New York.

approaches. We said. 'You want a
school? Then build it.' Almost all the
new schools many i housands of
them just shacks with thatched roofs
- were built by the pupils' own par-
ents and communities.

The wind in our sails was the
euphoria of national independence
and the pent-up demand for educa-
tion that had been suppressed for so
long by the white minority govern-
ment. We also had the advantage of
international support especially
from Sweden - which helped us to
carry our plans into the most
deprived areas of the country.

Within 18 months, the number of
schools had risen from 1700 to 4500.
and the number of primary school
pupils had leapt from 800,000 to 2.3
million. Secondary schools saw a sim-
ilar expansion- from 66.000 students
in 173 schools in 1980 to 700.000
pupils in 1500 schools by 1985.

This is why I cannot agree that
the goal of a basic education for all
children by the year 2000 is a bridge
too far.

Elements of success

From Zimbabwe to the Republic of
Korea. from the BRAC schools in
Bangladesh to the Escuela Nueva in
Colombia. the common elements of
success in expanding educational
opport unities are becoming clear.

The first of those common die-

ments has to be the effective deploy-
ment of large numbers of para-
professional teachers. But expansion
based on paraprofessionals must
centre on a limited, well-thought-out
course of training. And if parapro-
fessionals are to be retained - and to
gradually improve their skills then
their abilities and qualifications
should rise to the same level as more
conventionally trained teachers, and
this fact should be reflected in their
status and their pay.

Above all. paraprofessionals must
not mean poor quality. Both parents
and pupils quickly recognize poor-
quality education and this is one of
the main reasons behind the high
rates of school drop-out in so many
countries of the developing world.

Parent power

Secondly, I would say that rapid
educational expansion depends on
parental and community involve-
ment. I have seen illiterate parents
insisting on looking through their
children's books each dav. I have seen
them donating cash. or bales of cot-
ton, or long hours of labour, to get
school3 started and upgraded. And I
have see,: too t hat when communities
are involved then standards are
higher, pupils behave better, atten-
dance rates are higher. and teachers
are more accountable and more ded-
icated. Indeed I would go so far as to

say that, in most poor countries. we
will not see rapid educational expan-
sion without parental .and commu-
nity involvement.

Ever. unconventional programmes
have to be paid for. And although
the ideal remains free universal edu-
cation, at least up to primary level. my
own conclusion is that, in most coun-
tries. school fees are going to be an
essential part of a successful strategy.
But I dislike the term 'cost recovery'
because it implies that the govern-
ment should get back the money it
spends. School fees should not be
returned to central government: they
should remain under the control of
the local community and be used for
the payment of teachers and the
upgrading of schoois. Meanwhile, t he
government's own financial resources
should be concentrated on overcom-
ing the problems of the poorest on
making sure that they do not fall by
the wayside in the march towards
education for all.

A stable commitment

The next indispensable element is
a sustained and stable government
commitment. This has to be reflected
in first-class educational -and logisti-
cal planning and evaluation, and in
high-level personnel who remain in
their jobs long enough to be respon-
sible for the plans they initiate. You
cannot expect sustained progress if
Ministers of Education and their
senior staffs change every year, and if
planning is left to expatriates on
short-term contracts. Long-term ded-
ication and seriousness of purpose
are essential to the achievement of
education for all.

Lastly, change is also needed in the
alloca; ion of aid. Current aid pro-
gramnies do not reflect the impor-
tance of this task, nor do they support
the new strategies which will be
required to achieve it. At present,
over 80% of aid for education goes to
secondary and higher education
and more than three quarters of this
finds its way back to the donors via
payments for consultants and
imported equipme .t. The time has
surely now come for the industrial-
ized nations, also, to respond to the
great challenge of a basic education
for all children.
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There is
widespread
agreement that the
education of girls is
one of the most
important
investments that
any developing
country can make
in its own future.

In the long term,
almost every other
aspect of progress,
from nutrition to
family planning,
from child health
to women's rights,
is profoundly
affected by
whether or not a
nation educates
its girls.

The tables on these
pages therefore
look at the
educational
progress of nations
as judged by the
percentage of girl
children who
reach at least
grade 5 of primary
school.

p.

LEAGUE TABLE OF

SUB-SAHARAN
AFRICA

1

2

3
4

5

6
6
6
9
10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17
18

Zimbabwe 93
Mauritius 91
Botswana 86
Kenya 71
Cameroon 69
Congo 68
.esot ho 68

Zambia 68
Rwanda 59
Mauritania 57
Namibia 56
Ghana 55
Togo 53
Nigeria 51
Gabon 49
COte (Moire 46
Senegal 42
Burundi 40

IP- Regional average 40

Madagascar 37
Zaire 36
Angola :34

Central African R. :34

Malawi 26
Chad 25
Benin 24
Tanzania 24
Burkina Faso 19
Mozanthique 17
Niger 16
Guinea-Bissau 15
Mali 12
Guinea 11

Ethiopia 10
Somal ia 2
Uganda 01.1) otTA

Eritrea N;o nATA

10
20
21

21

23
24
25
25
27
28
29
30
31

32
3 I
31

Liberia
Sierra Ixone
South Africa

M) IMT'A

MI nKrA

s.o DATA

MIDDLE EAST and
NORTH AFRICA

1

3

5
5

10

%

Turkey 97
Oman 93
Algeria 92
Syria 92
Jordan 90
United Arab Emirates 90
Iran 89
Tunisia 87
Kuwait 83
Egypt 80

Ow Regional average 79

IYemen 66
Iraq 63
Morocco 59
Saudi Arabia 56
Sudan 40
Lebanon NO 1)VIt

Libya No otirt

SOUTH ASIA

1111

P.
Sri Lanka 95
India 58
Regional average 53

3 Bangladesh 45
4 Pakistan 28
5 Afghanistan 12

6 Bhutan 11

Nepal NO !WU%

WORLD AVERAGE

% of girls reaching grade 5

60% have data from 1990s
The data used in these tables
are taken from national govern-
ment statistics as reported to
UNESCO. In comparison with
many other social indicators,
data on the percentages of
children entering grade 1 and
reaching grade 5 of primary
school are reasonably recent
and comprehensive. Such
figures are, of course, no guide
to the quality of the education
being received.

The chart gives an overview
of the recency of data on
primary education.

Data dates
latest year of data on primary
school education (129 countries)

No data
1980.86 15 countries
2 coureries

I

1987419
34 countries

1990-92
oountries

24
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GIRLS' EDUCATION

EAST ASIA and
PACIFIC

I!long Kong'
Singapore
Korea. Rep.
NIalaysia
China
I ndonesia

IIII Regional average
Thailand
Philippines
Papua New Guinea
Viet Nam
Cambodia
Korea. Dem.
Lao Rep.
Iongolia
11yanmar

7

8
9

1 0

99
98
93
88
86
83
83,

79

60
58

o vrA

No Rm.
No DATA

\O i/Vr%

\O

CENTRAL AMERICA
and CARIBBEAN

2

3
4
5

Jamaica 99
Cuba 91
Costa Rica 85
Panama 84
Mexico 80

OPP' Regional atwage 68

Trinidad and Tobago 63
Nicaragua 46
El Salvador 45
Dominican Rep. 41
Guatemala 41
llonduras 38
I laiti 12

6
7
8

9
11

12

A bas la difference
The discrepancies between boys
and girls in primary schooling
mean that 14 million more girls
than boys are out of school.

In part, this reflects the lin-
gering view that a girl does not
need an education in order to be
a wife and a mother. In part,
also, it reflects the real value of
the work done by millions of
young girls in fields and homes.

Whatever the cause, the result
is exclusion and illiteracy which
perpetuate the problem by
depriving women of choice,
status, opportunity, and
confidence.

SOUTH AMERICA

2

3
4

5

6
6

Uruguay
Venezuela
Chile
Paraguay

96
90
86
72

Ecuador
Bolivia
Colombia

IP- Regional average
Brazil
Peru

68
58
58
.51

39
o1.1) avrA

Argentina No I)tTA

Cerpano, a.erages cre .e.aniea ccar.orion sq.e

Aroria ave,a-r e)c ,,oes ne flC JO, er

,on nna alO.5,0.43

icier, ter owe ceose ;:,37

% of girls and boys reaching grad. 5

80

60

40

20

0

Boys

III Girls

Sub-Saharan Middle East South East Asia C. America South

Africa & North Africa Asia & Pacific & Caribbean America

rb.." discrepancy between boys end gals in Ears Aston and the Pacdic. and in Central America and rl,e
Conbbeon may be greater than shown here as a number ol ccentrres m ktese two regions hove 60 recent
gendervihferennated data lot the percensage of chddren reaching grade 5

scuba Uneaf colakobxt Inn UNESCO dab.

ts. P5
. -

INDUSTRIALIZED
COUNTRIES

1

1

1

1

1

1

7

9
10
10
10
13
13
13
13
13
18
18
18

Austria
Finland
Israel
Japan
Sweden
Switzerland
Australia
Poland
Norway
Albania
Hungary
Spain
Canada
Czech Rep.
France

100
100
100
100
100
100

99
99
98
97
97
97
96
96
96

Netherlands 96
Slovakia 96
Denmark 95
New Zealand
Romania 95

OW- Group average 95

United States 94

Portugal No IM.I.%

93
93
91

90
83

Germany
Ireland
Italy
Greece
Belgium
Bulgaria 78

United Kingdom -No DAT%

95

TARGET

A basic education for all children
and completion of primary school
by at least 80% girls as well as
boys.

FOR THE R 2(X)0



IMeasuring quality
in education is
even more difficult
than measuring
quantity.

Advancing literacy
is one indicator.
But literacy can be
difficult to defme,
and mainly reflects
educational
achievement-in
the past.

Starting school at
the right age is also
important - as
children learn best
when lessons are
geared to the right
age and stage of
development.

Finally, the ratio
of teachers to
school-age
children, and the
average amount
spent per pupil,
are also indicators
of the effort being
made.

ACHIEVEMENT AND

Dedication required in Africa's classrooms

e class of 68
The number of pupils per teacher in
the world's primary schools varies
from about a dozen in Norway or
Sweden to over 90 in the Central
African Republic. Generally, class
sizes in the developing world are at
least two to three times larger than
classes in industrialized nations.

Within the developing world itself.
teacher-pupil ratios are not a reliable
guide to the quality of education on
offer. But as teachers' salaries often
account for 90% of education bud-
gets. the number of teachers is a rea-

sonably good guide to a nation's
expenditures on education (oftim dif-
ficult to determine since school
spending is frequently the responsi-
bility of provincial governments).

For the purpose of gauging a
nation's commitment to providing
education for all, the relevant mea-
sure is not pupils-per-teacher but
school-age-children-per-teacher. In
Ethiopia's classrooms, for 'example.
there are on average about 30 pri-
mary school pupils per teacher; but if
all Ethiopian children were in school
then the number would rise to 119.

Similarly, the average number of
pupils per primary school teacher in
Bhutan is :37; but if every child went
to school the number would be I 45.

The tables at right show what the
hest and worst pupil-teacher ratios
in each region would be if all children
of primary school age were attending
school.

to.

Class system
No. of primary school age children per
teacher, 1990

SMALLEST LARGEST

Sub-Saharan Africa

Mauritius 20 Burkina Faso

Botswana

Gabon

27 Somalia

28 Moll

167

188

Middle East and North Africa

Ltbya 12 Morocco

U Arab Emirates i 5 Yemen

Lebanon 16 Sudan

41

44

68

South Asia

Sr: Lanka

Nepal
India

1 Bangladesh

45 Bhutan

61 Afghanistan

45
75

Tutelage and
pupillage
0%er the last decade. pupil-teacher
ratios ha% e remained stable or
IlsIpro ed slightl) in most de% eloping
nations But in ten countries. cla.:s
sizes actualls Increased in the 1980s

Roll call
No of pupils per teacher
1980 1990 Rise

Central Aincon ReP

E Bu'unai

Senegai

Barglacesh

Congo
Lesotho

,V1ountanic

Pakistan

Bolivia
Oman

East Asia and Pacific

China 18 Viet Nam 34

indonesia 20 Myanmar 36
Thailand 20 Papua N Guinea 45

Central America and Caribbean

Cuba 12 Guatemala 43

Panama 19 El Salvador 58

Mexico 26 Dominican Rep. 61

South Americo

Argentina 16 Ecuador

Uruguay 20 Colombia

Brazil 22 Bolivia

25

27
29

Industrialized countries

Naiway 6 Greece

Sweden 6 Japan

Austria 10 Ireland

Belgium 10

20
20
26

,

. ryi 1.1,ed 140. 0,1 ry. rn

0.xi0k03 one 1992 m.o.., N93

60
39
46
54
58
48
41

37
20
23

t 7
58
63

47
4,3

25
28

Spending gap

30
:8

2

7

5

5

There are enormous differences
between the amounts that different
nations spend per pupil at all levels of
education, ranging from over $2400
per head in the industrialized nations
to less than $60 in sub-Saharan
Africa. Much of the difference is
accounted for by the much lower level

of teachers' salaries in the developing
world. But even taking that into
account, very low levels of spending
usually mean poorly paid and poorly
supported teachers, struggling along
without adequate funds for books.
pencils. paper. or other materials.

Africa spends the least per pupil
but the most as a percentage of GNP.

In 1980, schools in sub-Saharan
Africa and South Asia spent roughly
the same amount on each pupil. By
1990, spending per pupil had risen by

almost 70% in South Asia and fallen
by almost 7% in Africa.

Less for African schoolchildren
Annual government spending per pupil in
pre-primary, primary, and secondary edu-
cation, ($), 1980 and 1990

1980 1990

Sub-Saharan Africa 62 58
East Asia/Pacific 37 76
South kia 62 104

Arab States 179 263
Latin America/Caribbean 165 267
Industrialized nations 2419

. ! (..INESCO ed.o., fere,
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DISPARITY
10 nations see 30-point
rise in literacy
Literacy rates have risen by 30 per-
centage points or more in at least ten
nations ovt4 the last two decades.
Most of the big gainers started from
low levels in 1970. but in some the rise
has been spectacular by historical
standards. Several is ealthier Middle
Eastern nations make the list. includ-
ing Saudi Arabia. Ns here literacy rates
have risen from 9°ii to 62% since
1970. But two of the poorest coun-
tries. Kenya and Yemen. take S1'1'-
11114/ anul third place, isith impressive
rises in literacy.

In some vountrie,_ there are this:
turbing discrepancies between liter-
aci rates and current primary school
completion rates. Madagascar. fin.

10 on the up
According to notional censuses, the ten
countries with the largest rises in literacy
rotes over the last two decades are:

% population literate % pt.

example, has an official literacy rate
of 80%. but only about a third of
Madagascar's children are complet-
ing four years of primary school. The
percentage of adults who are classed
as literate in Angola, Chile. Haiti,
Paraguay, Philippines and Thailand
is also significantly higher than the
percentage of children who are now
reaching grade 5. Such discrepancies
may in part he accounted for by
lenient definitions of literacy, and by
the fact that rnuch larger on umbers of
children enrol in grade 1 than reach
grade 5. Non-formal education. rein-
0ous schools, and adult literacy cam-
paigns may also have an impact in
some countries.

10 nt 90%
Ten developing nations have lifted literacy
levels to 90% or more. The Philippines
makes the list despite its much lower per
capita GNP.

1970 1990 rise % population literate 1990

3 JO tro,ca 98

69 38 Korea Rea 96
39 34 JiJgUOV 96

A ler.o 57 33 genhno 95

-4 33 Cba 94

2 ,aaines 94
e 03

30 .31 R.ca 93

OrC. 50 20 ''.a..ana 03

83 30 P..-:taguay 90

. r 4, 1 .70 1,3, vno, r ,"

Poorer but more literate
Several of the world's poorest nations
have achieved literavy rates of 75% or
more.

Poorer and more literate...
Per capita GNP below $1000, literacy
over 75%

Per capita
GNP ($) 1992

% population
literate 1990

pi- ..00.nes

Nor-.
'

ionrnof

V.-toaaoscat

via

:40

-;50
570
220
230
.:

80

94
Be

135

82
81

80

In other countries with several
times the wealth literacy still lan-
guishes below 70%.

Richer but less literate...
Per capita GNP $1500 and above, liter-
acy below 70%

Per capita % population
GNP ($) 1992 literate 1990

1 5310 64
Sox], Afob.a 7940 62

. .1450
! 500

A,geria ; 830
i,itisla 1740 57

2190 54

China's children- funceas many reaching grade .5 as could be expected for China's GNP

China, Sri Lanka,
Zimbabwe have best
school reports
Some of the most populous countries
of the developing world including
China. India, Indonesia and Egypt
have achieved better-than-expected
levels of primary education.

The 'expected level' is the average
for any country at that stage of eco-
nomic development. The difference
between the expected and actual level
is the country's national performance
gap (N PG I.

Brazil. for example. has a per capita
GNPof S2770 and eindd be expected
to have 88% of its children reaching
grade 5: in fact only 39% do so -- a

Top 10
Countries where the percentage of
children reaching grade 5 is significantly
better thcr, fixpected for GNP

national performance gap of -49.
Sri Lanka. on the other hand, has

a per capita GNP of $540 and so
could be expected to have 55% of
its children completing four years
at primary school: in fact 95% of
Sri Lankan children reach grade 5
an N PG of +40.

The following tables show tlw best
and w orst performance gaps in pri-
mary edumtion.

The NPGs of all nations in child
survival. nutrition, and education -
can be found on pages 48 and 49.

Bottom 10
Countries where the percentage of
children reaching grade 5 is significantly
worse than expected for GNP

Actual Expected Difference
(NPG)

Actual Expected
%

Difference
(NPG)

(hno 86 46 -id() Ovaten-ca ' 68 -27
Lanka 05 55 40 Vali 5 43 -27

,maabwe 59 -35 "lornirya 5 3 80 -27
Albania 97 64 ..--33 Afghanistan ' 3 42 -29
ETA)! 91 59 -32 r>arninican Rea 41 70 -29
ina.,nes.a 83 58 i 5 Saadi .A.aa.a 53 02 -29

78 55 .23 (.',..iineo 9 55 -36
India 62 40 +22 Haiti ' 2 48 -36
Kenya 67 46 ...21 Gabon 50 90 -40

50 3C% 21 B.,1z., -.. 88 -49

23

27



world's politicAtl-e

leaders have
agreed that
fatitili plãii
should be made
available to' all--
couplei
of the ceiltury-7.

tgzi.ts

now less than si3C,

years aivay... a

Reaching that goar-
would bring
inuneasurable
benefits to the lives
of millions of V

women and .t

children. 6404

It could also help
to decide whether.
the world's
population
stabilizes closer to
10 billion or 20

3

billion - a
difference that
may well be .

sufficient to
determine success
or failure in
managing the
transition to a
sustainable future,

imm
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Less than 2% of government
spembng in the developing world

and less than 2% of all international
aid is currently devoted to family
planning programmes. Meanwhile,
there aro an estimated 120 million
women in the developing world who
do not want to become pregnant but
who are not using any modern
method of family planning; as a
result, at least one in every five preg-
nancies is unplanned and unwanted.

For all the rapid prog,ress made in
recent decades, the worldwide family
planning effort is t herefore still des-
perately inadequate.

But it is my belief that the true
depth of this inadequacy can be seen
not bY looking at what is. but at what
might be.

The benefits

To illustrate what might be, let us
imagine for a moment that a major
renewal of effort has succeeded in
making family planning services uni-
versally available by the Year 2000
a goal agreed upon by almost all
nations at the 1990 World Summit for
Children. It is by no means an impos-
sible dream. Much low-cost technol-
ogy is already available. More is on the
way. And great gains have also been
made in our understanding of how
family planning can be made avail-
able in human and respectful ways.

Ilere are five benefits that could be
.,pected from this imaginary leap

forward.
D A 50% decline in maternal deaths
in the developing world if women who
wish no further pregnancies had
access to reliable methods of family
planning. Haifa million young women
die every year front causes related to
pregnancy and birth - more in India
in a week than in Europe in a year.
0 A radical decline in the number of
abortions estimated at 25 million
per year in the devloping world and
as many again or n tore in the indus-
trialized world.
3 A 30% decline in child deaths
since most deaths under the age of
five are the deaths of children born
s% it h in N o ears of a previous birth.
or to mothers under 18 or over 35.
Delaying births until tnot hers wish to
become pregnant would reduce
under-five deaths by 2-1-30%. and by

The decisive
decade
Margaret Catley-Carlson
Margaret Catley-Carlson.is President of the Population Council. an inter-
national non-profit research organization based in New York. Previously.
she served Canada as Deputy Minister for Health and Welfare. President
of the Canadian International Development Agency. and Deputy Director
of UNICEF. In addition..she serves on the boards of several major interna-
tional health and deTelopment organizations.

even more where the current inter cal
between births is under two years.
3 A new chance for young girls: very
young mothers, under the age of 18.
run three times the risk of death of
mothers aged 20-29: very few of them
are able to stay in school, or develop
their potential.
D A whole new pattern of family
investment: outside of Africa, at least
half of all married women do not want
any more children. Within Africa.
half would like to postpone the next
birth or do not want any more chil-
dren. When women and families can
devote their energies and resources to
t heir existing children and to them-
selves. family nutrition and child
rare improve, and women have more
time and energy to improve their own
situations.

In other words, almost all of the
other indicators of well-being used in
The Progress of Nations-- including
health, nutrition, education, and
progress for women would show a
very substantial improvement if the
goal of universal family planning
availability were to be met.

Stabilizing populations

I believe that these benefits add up
to an overwhelming case for an
increased family planning effort in
the 1990s. And I believe that the case
would still be overwhelming even if
there were no such thing as a popula-
tion problem. But if we also take into
account t he potential contribution of
family planning to lower rates of pop-

ulation growth. then it must be said
that to fail to make family planning
universally available by the end of
the 20th century would be to add un-
forgivable folly to inexcusable neglect.

It is always important to acknowl-
edge, when referring to the popula-
tion problem, that every child born
into the industrialized world con-
sumes 20 to 30 times as much of the
world's resources in a lifetime as a
child born into the developing world.
and that current consumption pat-
terns in the North pose the greatest
immediate threat to the biosphere.
But this does net mean we can ignore
the fact that rapid population growth
in the South is already degrading the
environment and undermining the
ecanomic prospects of many hun-
dreds of millions of people.

The 1990s will be the decisive
decade. And the next few years will
largely decide whether eventual world
population stabilizes closer to 10 bil-
lion. which is currently the most opti-
mistic forecast, or at 20 billion or
more, which is the high-end predic-
tion. The difference between these
two figures might well be the differ-
ence between success and failure in
managing the transition to sustain-
able development. If we are to make
a serious attempt to stay with the
lower figure. then a major renewal of
the family planning effort in the mid-
1990s is ckarly a precondition.

Realizing these multiple potential
benefits of universally available fam-
ily planning services is one of the
most complex as well as one of the

most important of all tasks facing
humanity in the years immediately
ahead. We must meet existing
demand. But in much of the world.
desired family size is still considerably
higher t han replacement level
(though I agree with my colleague
Gertrude Mongella (page 31) when
she asserts that 'desired family size-
may say more about social pressures
than about women's own wishes). We
must therefcre also try to create the
conditions which will increase
demand for smaller families. Briefly,
those conditions include rising
incomes, falling child death rates, ris-
ing levels of female education.
progress towards gender equality.
and the widespread availability of the
kind of family planning services in
which people can have confidence.

As this list shows, the goal of mak-
ing family planning universally avail-
able reinforces, and is reinforced by.
almost all of the other social goals dis-
cussed in this issue of The Progress If
Nations.

Population moinentum

Population momentum is that
enormous force which arises from the
fact that one third of our world today
is under the age of 15. Even ifeach of
these young people accepts family
planning, and even ifeach new couple
decides to have but two children,
enormous population growth will
occur. Again, the positive choices for
individual people are those that will
also promote the global interest in
slowing this momentum. There is no
reason to accept that a third of today's
1-1-year-old girls will be mothers by
20. We can educate them, protect
them, help them develop, invest in
their future and our own.

Finally. I want to stress my own
conviction that the world now has
enough knowledge and experience to
be able to meet the existing demand
for family planning, and to increase
that demand, in ways that are totally
human and totally respectful of
human rights. We must now use that
knowledge and experience as the
basis for a major renewal of the fam-
ily planning effort. And we must do
this for the sake of the women and
children of today and for the world
of tomorrow.

ki) 29
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These pagesiifir
all nations by the
pereentage of
married women of

-
child-bearing age
who use familY
planning.

Since 1960, the ',.A;

family planning rate
,

in the developing, .
world has risen

,
from aliout 10% to
55%, and average
family size has
fallen steeply in
every region except

_ e

Africa.

Despite this r,
progress, there
are today an
estimated 120
million women in
the developing
world who do not
want to become
pregnant but who
are not using family
planning.

As a result, one
pregnancy in every
five is unwanted.

F\N111.)
. ::LEAGUE TABLE OF

SUB-SAHARAN
AFRICA

2
3
4

6
7
8
9
10
11

Mauritius
South Africa
Zimbabwe
Botswana

50
43
33

Kenya 33
Namibia 29
Lesotho 23
Rwanda 21
Madagascar 17
Cameroon 16

Zambia 15
IP- Regional average 14

Ghana 13

Malawi 13

Togo 12
Tanzania 10
Benin 9
Burundi 9
Burkina Faso 8
Senegal
Liberia 6
Nigeria
Mali 5
Uganda 5
Mauritu nia 4
Mozambique 4
Niger 4
Sierra Leone 4
Côte d'Ivoire 3
Ethiopia 2
Somalia 1

Angola OLD DATA

Chad 01.1) D VIA

Guinea oin MT%

12
12
14
15
16
16
18
19
20
20
22
22
24
24

24
28
29
30

Guinea- Bis.nu
Zaire
C. African Rep.
Congo
Eritrea
Gabon

ow DAT%

01.D DATA

NO 1)4.1.4.

NO DAT 1

NO DATA

NO DATA

MIDDLE EAST and
NORTH AFRICA

2
3
4

5
6

Turkey
Syria
Algeria
Tunisia
Iran
Egypt

Ott- Regional average
Morocco
Jordan
Kuwait
Iraq
Oman

7

8
8
10
11

11

13

'VD

63
59
51
50
49
47
44
42
35
35
18
9

Sudan
Yemen

9

Lebanon
Libya
Saudi Arabia
U. Arab Emirates

ow am
NO DATA

NO DATA

NO DATA

SOUTH ASIA

1
Sri Lanka
India
Bangladesh

W. Regional average
Nepal
Pakistan
Bhutan
Afghanistan

4

5

6

0/,

62
43
40
40

23
12
2

nvr

WORLD AVERAGE

% using family planning

Only .one third have 1990s statistics
Statistics fOr family planning
are generally better than for
mast pther social indicators; all
of the information presented in
these tables is based on direct
measurement in the countries
concerned rather tb-.4 on the
estimation of trends or the use
of mathematical models.

Yet as the chart shows, only
40 out of 129 countries have
family planning statistics dating
from the 1990s and about one
third have no data at all for the
last ten years.
4111111(4 INCUMOON Uniied Notions Population
Dinslan, Weis and Peals in coninxeptne use as
ossemsni in 1993.

Data dates
Latest year of data on family plan-
ning rates (129 countries)

No data
1970-79 16 countries
16 counines

1980 84
11 countries

1990-93
40 countries

1985-89
46 countries

sagas 01-6 odder 'west.

30
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USE RATES

EAST
PACIFIC

y

-t.

ASIA and

China 83

0.

75

CENTRAL
and

AMERICA
CARIBBEAN

Costa Rica
2

1.

2I long Kong' 81 Cuba -70
3 Korea. Rep. 79 3 Jamaica 66
4

pm.
Singapore 74 4 Panama 58
Regional average 7-1 5 Dominican Rep. 56

5. Thailand 66 6 El Salvador 53
6 Niet Nam 5:3 6 Mexico 53
7

8
Indonesia 50 6

11110-

Trinidani and Tobago 53
Malaysia 48 Regional average .51

9 Philippines 40 9 Nicaragua 49
10
1 l'

Myanmar 13 10 londuras 47
Papua New Guinea 4 11

12
Guatemala 23

Cambodia No laiti 10
Korea. Dem. N1) IMF%

Ato Rep.
Nlongolia NO um

SOUTH AMERICA

1
Argentina
Brazil
Colombia

W.. Regional average
Peru4

6

Ecuador
Paraguay
Bolivia
Chile
Venezuela
Uruguay

74
66
66
OS

59
53
48
30

itATA

ow DAT \

NO DAT \

Zegahat ovetages ate we ahted aococnots stze

a.eesoe e.c ....teS 'he ^.)' .n.rn) . tet

.r onc) .rsoa

COO tete, t. s .thttevs cchaoctea cream 989

More schooling, fewer births

The education of girls has been
shown to be one of the most
powerful determinants of falling
family size. Educated women
usually have more opportuni-
ties, more awareness Of family
planning, and more decision,
making power. They are also
more likely to marry late, to
postpone the first pregnancy, to
leave more time between births,
and to have fewer children in
total.

As the chart shows, the effect
of secondary education is partic-
ularly strong.

School for small families
10 Each dot represents one developing country: the

overall pattern shows a close and consistent
relationship between the level of fertility in 1992
and the level of secondary education for girls a
decade earlier.
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INDUSTRIALIZED
COUNTRIES

2

3
3

3

6
6

6

9
10
10
12
12
14

France
Belgium
Czech Rep.
Denmark
Sweden
Australia
Netherlands
Norway
Germany
Slovakia
United States
Canada
Hungary
United. Kingdom

pp- Group average
Austria
Switzerland
Japan
Spain
Bulgaria
Finland
Italy
New Zealand
Poland
Portugal
Romania

15
1

17

18

Albania
Greece
Ireland
Israel

80
79
78
78
78
76
76
76
75
74
74
73
73
72

71
71

64
59

01.6 MT.%

OLD 1)):1't

OLD DM
OLD D.VEA

01.1) DAT%

OM DATA

OLD DATA

NO !WE\

NO 1) \TA

NO DATA

NO n.vrt

TARGET

Family planning information and
services to be made available to all
couples.

FOR THE Y EAR 2000
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Fertilllyritei Wave-
been falling for
many yearg in
every region ofthe
world except
Africa where the
first signs of
decline are now
becoming visible in
countries sueliasi
Botswana, Kenya,
and Zimbabwe.

But the momentum
of population
growth will ensure
that most
developing
countries will
treble theiriotaf
numbers before
stabilizing.

According to
World Bank
projections, more
than half the
nations of sub-

c"

Saharan Africa
will see their
present
populations
increase fivefold
before stabilizing.

1'1 NNIN(
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ACHIEVE MENT AND

,
Ethiopia - what future for its children if population rises eightfold?

50 heading for 50 million
When world population eventually
stabilizes, there will be more than
double today's number of people on
the planet. according to World Bank
projections.

Although most industrialized
countries are already close to zero
population grcwth. many develop-
ing countries are expected to keep on

growing well into the 21st century.
The tables show the present and

predicted populations of all countries
that are expected to grow to more
than 50 million people. They reveal

1990 Stabilized Multi.
population population plication

(millions) (millions) factor

Chola
Indio
Iran

Ethiopia
Nigeria
Pakistan

Indonesia

United Slates
Brazil
Bangladesh
Mexico
Zaire
Vet Nom
Tanzania
Ph.lippines

Japan
Afghanistan
Kenya
Egypt
Turkey
vernen

Thailand

Mozamb.a,re
';auth Alt,ca
Myanmar

1153
846

58
47

109
g

184
250
149
114

84
37
67
26

124
17

24
52
56

25
' 4
18

42

that both Ethiopia and Nigeria will
reach the 400 million mark (more
than the current population of
Western Europe) and that Iran will
eventually have almost twice the pop-

ulation of the USA today.
China and India with about 1.9

billion people each will vie for the
title of most populous nation.

A renewed effort to reach the year
2000 goals for health. family plan-
ning, and education (especially for
girls) could bring about a major
reduction in these projected figures.

1990 Stabilized Multi-
population population plication

(millions) (millions) foctor

886
1855
490
400
398
397
358

6
2 2
8 4
8 5
3 7

4

I 9

liganaa
Souai Arabia
Iraq
Germany
Algeria
N.ger
Morocco

334 1 3 Syria
304 2 0 Rwanda

255 2 2 United Kingdom
184 2 2 Cate d Ivo,*

71 4 '6 France

59 2 4 Malawi
144 5 5 Ghana

37 2 2 Colombia
' 28 1 0 Angola
127 7 7 Nepal
124 5 3 MIr
120 2 3 Korea Rea
120 2 1 Italy
109 C 3 ..s.orneroon

102 1 9 Argentina
101 4 0 Peru

6 8 13,tand

06 5

96 2 3 I ekl.cok rPnr

18 01 5 2
15 89 6.0
16 85 4 7
79 80 1 0
25 78 3 1

9 72 9 3
25 69 2 8
12 66 5 3

7 65 0 3
57 64 1 1

12 63 5 3
57 63 1

10 62 6 5
15 62 4 I
32 62 1

61 6 6
20 58 3 0
9 57 6 2

43 56 1 3

58 55 1 0
12 53 4 6
32 53 1 6
22 50 2 3
38 50 1 3

OCC47 mt. ,ons
lr,nksrv Pc. 01 onp Pone ,C;

Knowing how is
knowing where
Recent surveys in 35 developing
countries have shown the importance
of knowing where to go for family
planning services. Most women today

know of at least one modern method
of preventing pregnancy. but far
fewer know where to go for practical
help and advice.

In countries where over a third of
women give birth before the age of 18.

only 50%. on average, knew of a
source of family planning advice. In
countries where less than 10% of
wom-,n give birth before age 18, the

erage was almost 97%.
Teenage pregnancy threatens the

health and educational opportunit ies
of girls; and child death rates in the
developing world are approximately
50% higher for babies born to girls
under the age of 18.

lass knew's*.
% of women who know
family planning source

% aged 20-24
mothers by 18

Niger 33 53

Mali 30 47

Cameroon 46
Liberia 48 44

Uganda 74 42
Nigeria 34 35

Zambia 91

Mere knowkodge
% of women who know
family planning source

% aged 20-24
mothers by 18

Tkailand 90
Jordan 95 8

Morocco 94 7

Sri Lanka 98 5

Tunisia 07 3

D."'W'WOO,d'. era aeokh sun.% n 35 room SD Moon
,..N3Nonot 1980.1992

Uganda.- 42% are mothers by 18
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DISPA RITY
Family planning's rim,
%of married women aged 15-49 in the
developing world using family planning

India family plantung effort now highly rated

50

40

30

20

10

1960-65 1990
pop.kixoCaircl 1992

India and Bangladesh
earn high marks
On a scale of 1 to 100. thelatnily plan-
ning elTort in the average developing
country rates a score of 44. according
to an 'index of family planning effort'
levi:-Ied by the Population Council
and the UN Population Fund.

First used in the early 1980s- when
the average rating was just 29 the

Family planning effort

Strong

index takes into account 30 different
factors, from family planning avail-
ability to minimum age of marriage.

Two of the world's poorest and
most populous countries India and
Bangladesh - earn a rating of 70.

The fo1lowing tables show each
country's 1989 rating out of 100.

C o 84 Sr. ianka 77 Bangladesh -0 Turhs a 68
-yea Rep 30 Thailand 77 India 70 V.ei Nom 67

-Ionesia 78 Mexico 76 El Salvador
Aar, '8 Bz"swana "2

Moderate

Too-ago 06 5c,f'n A!nca 60 Morocco 55 letory, 50
2-Pa 55 Nepal 58 Dominican Reo 54 Peru 50

t 5 57 Z.:,sto Roo f 3 Zomoo 40
Jamaica. 65 Ecuador 57 Korea. Dem 52 Pckrsrog 48
Handurcis 63 Kenya 57 Panama 52 Phrhoo.nes 48
Malays.a 63 Zimbabwe 56 Venezuera 52
S ,docore 53 Guyana 55 Ghana 50

' '5 C2,..atemaio

Weak

4 ,Iero 45 Uruguay 42 AVoniston 35 Yemen 28
Burkinc Faso 45 Tanzania 41 Serra Leone 35 Zone 28
:.?.5ctho 45 Burundi 40 Cameroon 34 MozarnDaue 27

.15 Gu.nea 40 Uganda 33 Rama N apnea 26
-y?necal 44 Madagascar 40 Braz.1 32 Bolivia 23

44 Anaaia 39 Ethiopia 32 Bhu;an 22
qe-a 4 3 'Ad, 38 Jordon 3 I Argemma 21

4 3 N,9er .38 Toga 29 Maurira,a 21

AIran Reo 4 2 Congo 36 Benin 28
42 P-raguav .36 GuinecBissau 28

Very weak or none

:0 Nomibra 11 Liberia 3 tibva
.onmai 10 Iraq 1 Saua, Arabia 0

lao Rep

Somaria

A,ob f-rn rare: 1.. rrian 5 Kuwarr 0

Nine African nations
step up family
planning effort
A comparison of family planning
efforts at the beginning and end of t he
1980s shows that 12 developing cotin.
tries increased their ratings by 30
points or more. The measure used is
the family planning effort index
devised by the Population Council
and the UN Population Fund (story
this page).

Most of the countries that show a

big leap forward started from a very .
low effort level in the early 1980s.
Nine of the 12 are in Africa. where
debt, recession, and falling commod-
ity prices have made progress of all
kinds difficult over the last decade.

Of the 87 nations surveyed at both
dates. 61 improved their rating by at
least 10 points. Nine were judged to
have fallen back.

Most progress
'Score out of 100
1982 1989

Increase
Least progress

Score out of 100 Decrease
1982 1989

8.:.swana 27 Dominican Rep 55 54 -1
11 57 Saudi Arabic 0 -1

Fasc 4 45 3 1 -2
'"anduras 25 63 38 k:uoialt -5
Guinea 5 40 35 Ph.Iroornes 56 49 -7
r=i-ono 8 34 Calarnoro 71 62 -9
N.ger 5 38 33 Somoira 10 1 -9
Syro 11 44 33 Bazil 43 32 -11
Zambia 16 49 33 Iberia 22 3 -19

Rea 10 42 32 ..St lo(vaer Omv rhos° covirries wnere rrlQ averOge

,esorno 14 45 31 ^ ;roe, jr Orrns Der womb!, -S meow, mon MO

"Aodagascat 40 31

The top countries...
One quarter of the total score in the
family planning effort index is

awarded for making family planning

easily accessible in all communities.
rural as we'll as. urban. The table
shows the best scores in each region.

1989 Access out of 100 1989 Access out of 100

Sub-Saharan Africa East Asia and Pacific
Mounirus Ch.na 100
Botswana 85 Korea. Rep. 100
Niger 48 c.;.ngapore 100
Kenya

Lesotno

43
43

Tiodand
Malaysia

04
-a

Middle East and North Africa Central America and Caribbean
-_,.sia 77 7,11,dad and Tobogcy iso
Lepanon 67 Mexico 93
Iran 64 Cuba 92
Eavot-

50 E Saivador
0,,minican Reo

84
83

South Asia South America
India 87 Ecuador 93
Sr. Lanka 84 ,...-jainbia 81

Bariglade-h 78 ;_.h.le

Nepal 45 Brazil I

Pakistan 28 1 huguay 50

, 2,1 Ix,. -.2 'MI rfl.i - as JI.Mw..3
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Education can kiire
a woman more
awareness, more
choice, and more
confidence. It
raises her value and
status in the eyes of
her husband, her
family, and her
community.

Family planning
can give a woman
more opportunity,
more time, and
better health.

More attention to a
woman's health
needs can prevent
the serious
problems which
undermine her
position and
capacities.

The right
technologies can
save many hours of
daily drudgery,
releasing time and
energy for other
struggles.

30
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y grand fat her was a man of con-
terabit. prestige. much sought

afier for his services and advice. The
source of this prestige was not wealth:
i t %. as the fact that he had ten chil-
dren. that all of them survived, and
t hat eight of them were boys.

hi that sense, little has changed in
lie decades which have seen so much

change in other spheres. In Africa, as
in many parts of the world, a woman
who gives birth to three boys will con-
sider herself fortunate, and be much
admired. %% hile her neighbour who
has three daughters will be an object
of pity. If the t wo meet, both are shy
and embarrassed at the great contrast
in their fortunes, lithe same circum-
stance aro.:e in those many parts of
Asia in which the dowry system still
prevails. then Ow consequences
would be even more severe: a family
with three girl children might well
fare financial ruin.

The challenge we face is the chal-
lenge of moving to the point at which
these all-important differences are of
no importance. It is an immensely
long road to travel. The Fourth
World Conference on Women, to be
held in Beijing in 1995. will be both a
milestone and a signpost.

The lever of education

The challenge is essentially one of
finding practical levers to bring about
change in the years immediately
alwad. And I think t here can be little
d(mlit that the most powerful of those
ievers is education. An educated
woman almost always has more value
and status in the eyes of her husband,
her family, and her community. She
is likely to have more awareness,
more opportunities, more choice. and
more confidence. Even if all else
remains unchanged, and even if the
i,ducated woman still has no oppor-
tunities outside t he home, her posi-
t ion is still likely to be transformed:
she is more likely, for example. to
share in family decisions about how
many children to have. how to bring
them up. how to spend money, how
to organize domestic life, and how to
care for her own and her family's
health. I kr husband will also treat

in a different, less dictatorial way,
and she will be less susceptible to hul-
l ing and intimidation by her indaws.

Change for the
last and the
least
Gertrude Mongella
Gertrude Mongella is the Secretary-General of the Fourth World Conference
on Women to be held in Beijing in September 1995. After holding several min-
isterial posts in the Government of Tanzania.she served as hercountry's High
Commissioner to India before taking up her present appointment.

All of this inevitably. if slowly, raises
the woman's status, and makes it
more likely that the gender condi-
tioning of the next generation will be
less severely discriminatory.

Family planning

The second great fOrce for trans-
forming the lives of women in the
developing world is the spread of fam-
ily planning services. The number of
children born to a woman has a fun-
damental impact on her health, on
her time and energies. on her freedom
and opportunities, and on the
chances of her children growing up
healthy and educated. This topic is
also discussed by. Margaret Catley-
Carlson (see page 25). I will only add
that even the surveys which reveal so
much unmet demand for family plan-
ning probably underestimate the real
requirements. Women know the real
cost of having too manv children too
close together; they know what it
means for their health and their lives
and their opportunities. And many
women also know that every time
they become pregnant. they are
putting themselves in danger; a girl
growing up in Africa today fares an
appalling 1-in-20 risk of dying during
pregnancy or chihIbirt h. Society miy
tell her that she should have seven or
eight children. I ler husband and his
parents may tell her the same. I ler
status may well depend upon it. And

she may well declare this same wish to

conform to prevailing social values.
But without such pressures. I do not
believe that any woman in her right
mind wants eight children.

Women's health

A third lever is direct action to
improve the health of women and
girls. Too often, females eat last and
least: and if they want to be well
thought of and well treated, then they
are taught that they must, in all cir-
cumstances. consider the needs of
others first. When it comes to health.
they are expected to simply put up
with problems which, in males, would
be complained about and acted upon.
A girl or a woman is expected to work
even if she is quite seriously ill: a bov
with a headache it ill be told to lie
down. A woman is expected to hear
pain and suffering wit h fortitude. She
is told she will shame her parents if
she cries in labour. And she knows
that the more suffering she can bear
the more she will be praised. Boys
and often men too are fussed over
and attended to when they are the
slightest hit ill.

This neglect of the health needs of
women leads to serious problems and
to a further undermining of their
position and their capacities. In the
developing world. over 40% of
%%mum stiffer from iron-deficiencv
anaemia. In some. t he lark of atten-

tion to health and nutrition during
childhood and puberty leads to great
difficulty during the years of child-
bearing and is a major cause of the
low-birth-weight syndrome which
does so much to perpetuate malnu-
trition and poor growth from one gen-
eration to the next. Worldwide.
500.000 women die every year from
the complications that arise during
pregnancy and labour - and many
times that number are left with
injuries, illnesses, and disabilities
which can be embarrassing, painful.
debilitating, lifelong - and which
undermine their health and their
strength and their opportunities.

Women's technology

A fourth powerful lever is the kind
of technology that lightens the bur-
den on women in the developing
world rather than increasing it. These
technologies are not usually expen-
sive. Standpipes and handpumps,
small ploughs and tools to help with
the weeding and harvesting, powered
grain-grinding mills, and cooking
stoves that mean that only half as
much firewood needs to be collected

these are the technologies that Could

save millions of women hours of
drudgery every day, improving
health and releasing time and energy
for more productive purposes.

By and large, the technology
already exists. But there is too big a
gap between those who create it and
those who need it. and there is too
touch bureaucracy in the attempt to
make technology available to poor
and often illiterate women. The result
is a plethora of appropriate-technol-
ogy exhibitions and demonstration
centres in capital cities while mil-
lions of women expend their time,
their health, and their energies in
fetching and carrying and pounding.

Synergisms

It is this powerful set of practical.
affordable, and mutually reinforcing
changes in education. family plan-
ning, health, and women's technolo-
gies t hat could do most to bring
about the beginnings of a transfor-
mation for many millions of ii omen
in the developing world.
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No single statistic
can adequately
measure the status
of women. The
indicatOr Chosen-for
these tables is the
female literacy rate
as a percentage of
the male literacy
rate.

In countries with
near-uniir.ersal
literacy, this
criterion is
obviously less
revealing of
male/female
inequalities. Som- e
other method of
measuring progress
for women is
required.

But for most of the
developing world,
where average
literacy rates stand
at 75% for men and
55% for women, the
literacy gap is a
reasonable overall
guide to the degree
Of inequality
between the sexes.
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LEAGUE TABLE OF

SUB-SAHARAN
AFRICA

2
3
4
5
6

8

0/0

South Africa 96
Mauritius 88
Madagascar 83
Zimbabwe 81

Zambia 80
Botswana 77
Kenya 74
Ghana 73
Zaire 73

OP- Regional average 67
Burundi 66
Gabon 66
Cameroon 65
Nigeria 65
Congo 63
Cote (Moire 60
Mal i 59

i beri a 58
Rwanda 58
Uganda 56
Togo 55
Angola 52
Malawi 52
Benin 50
Central African Rep. 48
Ethiopia 48
Guinea-Bissau 48
Senegal 48
Mozambique 47
Mauritania 45
Chad 43
Niger 43
Soma I i a 39
Guinea 37
Sierra Leone 35
Burk i na Faso 32
Tanzania inn Du%

10
10
12
12
14
15
16
17
17
19
20
21

21

23
24
24
24
24
28
29
30
30
32
33
34
35

Eritrea N.0 nvrt

xsotho NO IMTA

Namibia nvut

MIDDLE EAST and
NORTH AFRICA

2

3
3

5

6
7

Kuwait
Lebanon
Jordan
Turkey
Tunisia
Iraq
Libya

NO- Regional average
Algeria
Iran

8
8
8
11

12

13
14
15

87
83
79
79
76
70
67
67
66
66

Saudi Arabia 66
Syria 65
Morocco 62
Egypt 54
Yemen 49
Sudan 28
U. Arab Emirates 01.1) o%
Oman ntr%

SOUTH ASIA

%
11 Sri Lanka

India
90
55

Regional average .54

Bhutan 49
Bangladesh 47
Pakistan 45
Nepal 34
Afghan istan 32

3
4

5
6
7

DEVELOPING WORLD AVERAGE

Female literacy as % of male literacy

Nothing equates like equality
The tables on these pages are _ Most cciuntries have reason-
based on the female literacy rate ably recent data on literacy, but
as a percentage of the male liter-, international comparisons must
acy rate. It is important to keep be treated with care as different
in mind that this is intended as countries may use different defi-
a guide to gender inequality nitions of literacy. The dermi-
not literacy levels. A country in tion most widely used is that
which only 10% of the popula- recommended by UNESCO
tion is literate, for example, "a literate person can, with
would still earn the maximum understanding, both read and
rating of 100 providing that write a short simple statement
women and men had the same on his or her everyday life."
literacy rate. Conversely, a
nation with much higher overall
literacy would earn a rating of
only 25 if male literacy was 80%
and female literacy wu 20%. ea4w rev

Puy. owmoN UNESCO, korai yeathook 1993 ced
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In the established
industrial societies,
the progress of
recent years has still
left most women a
long way short of
equality. Compared
with men, they are
underrepresented
in the professions
and in politics,
underpaid in the
workforce, and
overworked by
the multiple
responsibilities of
their domestic,
child-caring, and
income-earning
roles.

In the developing
world, as these
pages show,
discrimination can
take harsher forms,
ranging from female
genital mutilation
to the lifelong
discrimination in
nutrition and
health care that is
eventually revealed
by the statistics on
low-birth-weight.
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ACHIEVEMENT AND

Seychelles and Sweden -.two of only six parliaments where a quarter of members are women

Only one politician in
ten is a woman
Women's share of seats in the world's
parliaments has fallen from 13%. to
10% since the worldwide situation
was last assessed in 1991. according to

the Inter-Parliamentary Union.

Top 10
% women MPs 1993

Zero rated
No women MPs
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Where parliaments are 95% male
% women MPs 1993

3.ea kea
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Barbados

Beiants

,amboaia
2 Colombia
2 Haiti

2 I.,ecreensten

3

4
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4
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Going forwards
Countries where the proportion of women
in parliameht has risen by 5 percentage
points or more since 1987

% women MPs % pt.
1987 1993 ruse

..evcrieues
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Netheriands
Algeria

Dominican Pea
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name

'..iNed States
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Sweden

24 46
6 6
2

20 20
2 0
5 '2

32 39

0
3 9
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Going backwards
Countries where the proportion of women
in parliament has fallen since 1987

% women MPs % pt.
1987 1993 fall
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Mongolia
Hungary
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Sweden and
Finland lead on
maternity leave
All of the industrialized nations
except Australia and the USA nov.
provide paid and job-protected
maternity leave for emplol, ed
women. The actual rate of pay aries
between 50% and 100% of salarv. In
some countries. paternity leave is also
provided for.

In some nations. the idea of mater-
nity leave alone appears to be becom-
ing outdated. The emphasis is
switching. especially in the NOrdic
countries, to the idea of parental
leave, ranging from 6 months to 3
years at varying rates of pay. The
nations listed in bold type below guar-
antee this additional leave, paid and
job-protected. to enable parents to
spend more time with their children
during the early years.

The United States has recently
enacted a bill giving women the right
to 12 weeks unpaid but job-protected
maternity leave.

Paid maternity leave 1991-92
. No. of Rate of pay

weeks (% of salary)

Sweden

Finland

Denmark

icelond

New Zealand

Italy

Greece

Norway
United Kingdom

Austria

France

Luxembourg

Netherlands

Spain

Canada
Germany

Japan

Belgium

Ireland

Portugal

Switzerland

Australia

United Statns

52/65
; 8/ 46

26
26
22
21

6/18
6/18

16

16

16

16

15

14

14

14

14

13

10

0
0

80/fixea

100

Ftxed

Fixed

80
50

100/80
90/fixed

100
94

100
100

75
60

100
60

75/79
70

100
Varies

0
0

Bold type whom radvtutikt nado;nnot xhackcee leave
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QUALITY IN LITERACY

EAST ASIA and
PACIFIC

Philippines
Thailand
Korea. Rep.
Viet Nam
Indonesia
Imo Rep.

2

3
4

5
6
7

96
95
91

.85
83

Myanmar 81
OPP- Regional arerage 81

Malayia 80
Singapore 80
China 78
Papua New Cuinea 58
Cambodia 46
llong Kong 01.0

Korea. Dem. Mt DATA

NIongolia 1PVI4.

8

8
1 0

1 1

1 2

CENTRAL AMERICA
and CARIBBEAN

2
3

4
5

6

8

Jamaica
Costa Rica
Panama

101
100
99

Cuba 98
Trinidad and Tobago 97
Dominican Rep. 96
Mexico 94
londuras 93

111111 Regional arerage 9.3

El Salvador 92
I laiti 80
Cuatemala 75
Nicaragua \() ovrt

9
10
1 1

SOUTH AMERICA

2

2

2

2
6

Venezuela 103
Argentina
Brazil 99
Chile 99
Uruguay 99

Colombia 98
IP- Regional arerage 9 7

Paraguay 96

Exuador 93

P:ru 86
Bolivia 84

7

8
9
10

loflO /,e.c.nes $ :0

The literacy ladder

Gap porsists
Male and female literacy rates for
the developing world, 1970-1990

80%

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

Male literacy

Female literacy

1970 1980 1990

Tuct UNESCO. Wold soloako wpm% 1901 owl 1993

The big 10
Female literacy rates for the 10 most pop.
ulous countries of the dev&oping world
(representing almost three çiarlsrs of its
total population)

%women literate 1990

Philippines

Mexico
Viet Nam

Brazil

Indonesia

China
Nigeria

India

Bangladesh

Pakistan

Catching up
Twelve countries have lifted female liter.
acy by 30 points in 20 years

% women literate % pt.
1970 1990 rise

Saudi Arabia 2 48 46
93 Jordan 29 70 41

85 Kenya 19 59 40
84 Tunisia 17 56 39
81 Zaire 22 61 39
75 Libya 13 50 37
68 Turkey 34 71 37
40 Algeria 11 46 35
34 Ghana 18 51 33
22 Indonesia 42 75 33
21 Iraq 18 49 31

Syria 20 51 31
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INDUSTRIALIZED
COUNTKES

By and large. equality in literacy

has been achieved in the

industrialized nations. But as the
charts show, there were wide gaps
between male and female
educatim during the earlier
stages of the climb towards near-
universal literacy.

I historically, the gender gap is
usually wide when overall literacy
is low. and becomes narrower as
100% literacy is approached.

Progress in literacy
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DISPARITY

The Sudan - one of six countries where at% or more of girls sulf.er genital mutilation

Women still mutilated in 28 countries
The genital tnutilation of girls is a
common practice in 28 African coun-
tries and is inflicted on an estimated
2 million ming girls each year. In
total. WHO calculates that there are
over WO million girls and women in
the world today s% ho have suffered
female genital mutilation (FGM).

Ranging from circumcision, in
which part of the clitoris is removed.
to the more ext renw forms of excision
and infibulation. FGM isnot required
by any religion: it is inflicted hy trad-
itions designed to presers e virginity.
ensure marriageabilit v. and suppress
female sexuality.

Approximately three quarters of
all women mutilated in this way can

be found in just five countries
Nigeria. Ethiopia. Egypt. the Sudan
and Kenya. In some countries
Djibout i. Somalia. Eritrea. Ethiopia.
Sierra Leone and the Sudan more
than 8C% of all girls are estimated to
suffer genital mutilationh sometimes
as early as the age of two.

Apart from the fear and trauma.
t he immediate consequences of FGM
can include death. haemorrhage,
tetanus. sepsis, fistula. and HIV. In
the longer term, it affects normal
-exual functions and reproductive
health: it can also lead to bladder and
urinary tract infections. difficulty in
menstruation, and an increased risk
of haemorrhage_ infection. add

obstructed labour during childbirt h.
In seeking ways to end FGM. it is

now widely recognized that the lead
should be taken by women from soci-
eties in which the practice is pres a-
lent. Several African organizations.
both governmental and private. are
working to educate and persuade
women -and, more especially. men
that the practice should be aban-
doned. Internationally. there is now
an Inter-African Committee for the
Elimination of Traditional Harmkl
Practices.

Statistics about FGM are difficult
to collect. The following table, pre-
pared in 1993 for WHO, brings
together the best available estimates.

75% in five
countries
Estimated prevalence of female
genital mutilation

Estimated % Estimated no.
(millions)

NJ aena f.0 20 2
E.'iopia W.) 22 5
E.avpi crs- : 3 5
S,aon

!,,,va ::C, 6 3
S.;malla :i8 4 0
C.5:e d !you& 60 3 8

75 3 8

B.,:kma Faso 70 3 4

Ghana 30 2 4
''.. eria Leone '30 2 0

8

.-

E,,treo 90 I 5
Tanzania 10 ! 4

Berm- 50 2

1 0
:Jae' 5 1 c

.....entrai Airicon Rep 50 0 8
: beria. 60 0 8
'1-aer 20 0 8
.:;enegal 20 0 8
.)aanda 5 0 5
Gambia 60 0 3
,.:;;Jmnea Bissau 50 0 3
voursarba' 25 0 3

08 0 2
Cameroon'

1 in 6 chance of
death
Two ind kat ors us hich measure
progress or the lack of it - kr the
poor majority of t he world's women
are the maternal nmrtality rate and
the prevalence of low birth weight.

'Me maternal mortality rate i a

measure not only of po% erty but also
of the priority society gk es to a prob-
lem that is of life-or-death concern to
%%onsets. A high rate of low-birt h-
%% eight babies indwates that a large
proportion of pregnant %%omen have
suffered from inadequate nutrition
and health care during childhood.
puberty. and/or pref.'s:Hwy.

Risking death to give life
Twelve notions have estimated maternal
mortality rates of 800 or more. The aver-
age rate for Western Europe is 6.

Maternal lifetime
mortality chance of dying

(per 100,000 in pregnancy
live births) or childbirth'

Maternal deaths
Maternal death rotes for the 10 most
populous nations of the developing
world

Maternal
mortality

(per 100,000
live births)

Lifetime
chance of dying

in pregnancy
or childbirth'

Guinea 800 1 in 15 Chino 95 1 in 400
Nigeria 800 1 in 16 Philippines 100 1 in 210
Zaire 800 I in 16 Mexico 110 1 in 240
Burkina FOSO 810 1 in 16 Viet Nam 120 1 in 180
Nepal 830 1 in 18 Brazil 200 1 in 150
Congo 900 1 in 15 Indonesia 450 1 in 60
Papua N Guinea 900 I in 19 India 460 I fl 45

Chad 960 1 in 15 Pakistan 500 1 in 30
Ghana 1000 1 in 14 Bangladesh 600 1 in 30
Somalia 1100 1 in 11 Nigeria 800 I in 16
Bhutan 1310 1 in 11
Vujli 2000 1 in 6

III,. ,,--ocr.Ntoni,,,,,omv.,..

Low birth weight
Prevalence of low birth weight in the 10
nations with the largest numbers of births
each year (representing almost 60% of
all the world's births)

% babies
born below

2.5 kg

United States 7
China 9
Brazil 11

Mexico 12

Indonesia 14

Ethiopia 16
N.gerio 16
Pakistan 25
Indio 33
Bangladesh 50

cir IS VWIC: D,vo,s for, sr mom% Yroemo. -vetp% nooco 00,tov Sd
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There are many
who say that the
international
Convention on the
Rights of the
Child is just
another piece of
paper. another list
of pious intentions,
another example of
the international
community sinkhig
its s into
the great issues
of the day.

But if people and
their organizations
in all countries
continue to
mobilize behind
the Convention,
campaigning to
hold 156
govermnents to
their promise,
then it will
eventually become
a standard below
which any civilized
nation - rich or
poor- will be
ashamed to fall.
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Thi. -hones pour forth in an
at alanche cd horror.

From Bosnia. ming girls raped.
tlang-rapeg I. raped again, mutilated.
murdered. From Angola. Cambodia.
1Ighanist an. Nlozanabique. children
literally torn to shreds by land-mines
or. at best. dismembered. consigned
to In eclair(' II'c es as amputees. From
Brazil. a paramilitary massacre of
street children yy bile they sleep in the
quiet -diadems of a church. From
"rhalland. tiling girls. very young

girls a ho ano sill prepubes-
cent. sloleli from their 1I aninar vil-
lages to be locked in brot hels.
-cry icing ten. fifteen. tw.enty. thirty
male sexiiitl predators every 21- hours.

Vrom Somalia. Sudan. l yy anda.

child. refugee-, on the run. tears and
terror intermingle-el. frantically flee-
ing civil mar. cut dow n in their flight
lov mortars. bulks. luta-hetes.

A hat in heat en.- name k happen-
ing here( I bits it that these Mei-
lents are merely examples that can be
multiplied in the hundreds of thou-
-ands. perhaps m idiom ever
t he world calling a hal..?

It isn't that the crimes against chil-
dren go unnoticed. Th, media gn e
t hem regular. sometimes massive
mverage. Whenever there's a part ic-
ulark grotesque epis(cde. as in the
,ase cola tin% girl injured in a Sarajevo

mailing for transport to
an outside hospital_ theres a con-
c( mutant media frenzy.

It isn't t hat there aren't a sufficient
number of ady mate.-. In e-very part of

t he globe_ t here art- non-governmen-

tal (organizations 1 NO0s) %%corking
everv waking hour of the day to doe-
mnent the injustices heaped upon
children. 1 hey nuss almost nothing.
Thi.y make their case with u nun-
syy erable force.

It isn't that there aren't powerful
oices within tlw L nited Nations sys-

lent. i ac 111.1 apologize for special
plead:og by describing UNICEF as
prima, inter (sires in that rich-. But
one should never forget t he murk of
the I human Rights Commission. the
Centre for Human Rights. or I he
cxpeorts yy ho report Olt e1erv vonceiv-

al de aspect of the aims(' of childnon.
let withal. we appear to he moving

backwards. If anY thing. the groo ing
public am arene., clashes direetiv

the grins ing international realin of

They will not
get away with
it forever
Stephen Lewis
Stephen Lewis was appoint ed as a UNICEF Special Representative in 1990
and has beipme one (tithe orzanization's principal spokespersons on children's

is. A former Canadian Ambassador to the C.ruited A a lions and Spm.ta
idriserm I frito to I Secretan.-Ceneral. he has rereICM Man I a muds for

hit broadcasting aml advocacy tcork in the fiehl of human rights.

iolence against children. Something
truly am ful is happening: by design.
by wilful premeditation. by conduct
unbecoming ina civilized society, we
are actually choosing children as tar-
gets. it %%milii seem and the et '-
deuce suggests that there's an
aggravated imoral disintegration
under hay. I hat we are assault ing chil-
dren more mercilessly than ever.

The huge question is: will it
ehange. and if so. %%hen? 1nd the
answer is. that if there is any real
hoPe. it Must lie iii the Com ention ccii
the Rights of t he Child.

The Convention has transformed
the struggle around the human rights
of children. Every time a country rat-
ifies. new momentum is created. By
irtue of public pressure. by virtue of

international monitoring. it's sinipn
not possible for a State to ratify and
then wash its hands of implementa-
tion. A government may get away
yy ith it fnr a while: it will not get away

ith it forever.
It's fashionable to scoff at these-

tools of international lam . \ lore often
than not theY don't work. But that
isn't true of the, Cconvention on the
Rights of the Child. For three n-a-
sons. iCs cli ffi-rent

First. the rights are indiY isibh .
Thi.: is the only international
covenant where political_ ciY il. eco-
nomic. c-ocial and cultural rights hay e
identical and equal status.

Sc-cond. many of the se.icial and cm-

nornic rights are already being imple-
mented health. education. anti
nutrition. for example. By virtue of
the quantifiable goals established by
t he World Summit for Children. and
the National Programme.: of Action

N Huh- c"untrY bY counIrY gi` e
expression to those goals. these social
and eronomic rights are not abstrac-
tions. They're real. And the fact that
they're real can be sustained bevause
the Convention acts as a h-gal imper-
ative indeed. as a kind of legislative
foundation fOr the policies of the
countries which have ratified.

Third. and most important. the
things we cannot tplantifv the phys-
ical. emotional and psy chological
damage done by the sex trade.
oonded labour. duo streets_ iolence.

armed conflict are explicitly dealt
ith. It is the triumph of the

Cony ention on the Rights of the
Child that nothing is left out . Its
clauses provide uncompromising
protection against economic exploit a-
I ion and sexual exploitation and tor-
ture and war and homelessnes's and
VverV other et il to sy Melt Ow liy es of
c-hildren. in this pem-rse and brutal
world. are subject.

A hat exactlY does that mean? Does

it mean that there's an obvious way to
stop tlw carnage? The answer is no.
Does it mean that m hen a country.
iolates international law. it can be

hauleel up before a court somewhere
and foreed to romply? The answer is
no. Nor does it mean. unfortunately.
that there is sonye form of penalty
imposed on countries guilty of prac-
tising or tolerating destructive malice
against their children.

What. then. is the point of the
Convention?

The answer is straightforward: the
Cony cm ion provides a standardh a
benchmark against which the behav-
iour of nations can be tenaciously and
perpetually measured. To be sure.
nothing will change overnight. We
have never been able to fashion a reg-
imen of international law which holds
countries irrevocably accountable.
But me can apply such unrelenting
pressure t hat. OY er time. policies will
change anei sanity will prevail.

How much time? It matters not so
long as we keep hammering away.
And t hat's the beauty of the
Convention. There it is prnicipled.
unambiguous. a sacred text for the
Rightsof the Child. We can nail coun-
try policies to the mast: me can label
countries as pariahs in the domain
human rights: we ran take a given
clause of the Convention and rhetor-
ically ram it down the throat of some
offending State. or exquisitely
employ it to make a persuasive legal
arguinent. One day not so far off. I
judge rather than using 'democra-
tization' or a 'market economy as
conditions for aid or trade. me will be
able to demand respect for the rights
of children as the quid pro quo of sta-
ble international relationships.

I give it ten years, maybe twenty.
and there will come a time when we no
lounger count the scars and the bodies.

Look at Viet Nam: it's reforming its
juvenile justice system because of the
Convention. Look at Barbados: it
passed legislation prohibiting the exe-
cution of minors because of the
Convention. Look at Namibia: iCs
written portions of the Convention
into its Constitution. Look at

Ikuigladesh: it made schooling coin-
pidsory for girls. in part because of
t he Convention.

Yes. human beings being what we
are, it will take time, a long thne. But
mit h the appropriate combination of
rage and persuasion. we'll transform
I he (-condition ofchuldren throughout
he world.
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The Convention on
the Rights of the
Child says that all
children have a
right to survival,
health care, and
education. Progress
in these areas is
recorded in earlier
chapters.

The Convention
also demands
protection against
exploitation and
abuse in the home,
at work, and in
wars. Monitoring
progress in these
areas is muCh
more difficult.

Using the limited
information
available, The
Progress of Nations
will attempt to
document some
of the advances
and set-backs as
the Convention
struggles from
universal
acceptance to
universal
observance.

I) It .1 C II ril

VIOLATIONS

Children a t arms banned by child rights conmition

Child rights 19 nations
still to sign
No human rights agreement has ever
been ratified so quickly by so many
nations as the 1989 Convention on the

Rights of the Child. In less than four
years. over 150 nations have accepted

the document as an internationally
agreed minimum standard for the
treatment of children. But there are
still 19 countries that have neither

Child wrongs
The following countries had not signed cr
ratified the Convention on the Rights of the
Child as at March 1994

z. ra

R mono

ussaam
(3eoraia
,Jaa

K ',bat!

.,gYZS'ar "^a

11:1Y

Aab 1 m 'ales

SOLO Arabo kj,ted states
S-hgorztve L'oektsro-,

Sotomon ts

45 nations late in
Nations ratifying the Convention on
the Rights of the Chi kl agree to sub-
mit a report within two y ears detail-
ing the steps taken to implement it.

These reports are t herefore an early

indication of how seriously t he

A,len

Baiiianicas

Baitxxios
P.- /e

k.
B....

,ton

Beaz. '7,horta

-`130

,eneo- Bk ssa.

cevo
yea De-,

ratified nor signed tlw Con% ention
(signing indicates intention to ratify).

In addition to setting out the rights
of children to basic health care and
education. the Convention seeks to
protect the young front abuse.
exploitation or neglect at home, at
work. and in armed conflicts.

On the brink
The following 14 countries have signed the
Convention signifying on intention to
ratify in the future.

Izakhston

echlenstein
'ADICrnt)a.1e
Netheriands

.;0101

IrJrnoo
',th Air -a

woznana

-S,wdZerlana

reporting
Convention is being taken.

By March of 1994. I 1 I nations were

due to have reported and 35 less

t han a third had done so. The fol.
lowing 15 nations are more t ban (me
\ ear late in submitting reports.

Malawi
*.`nldives

' 'ata
'aunties

'Aonaoho
do

Panama

Paa'

news

"idondo

),equov
.""eile't1
ig:losklea

ie
rn Do bwe

NPAs near 100
Ninety-three countries have finalized
National Programmes of Action

PAs) for achieving the goals of the

1990 World Summit for Children.
The goals, to be achieved by 2000.

mirror provisions in the Convention
on the Rights of the Child and include
9(1% immunizAtion ci iverage. halving

child malnutrition. primary educa-
tion for80%. and safe water and fam-
ily planning services for all.

The extra cost of reaching the goals

is estimated at S25 billion a year
affordable if even 20% of :..p.ern-
ment spending. and 20% of overseas

aid. were allocated to basic needs.
The following countries had drawn

up NPAs by March 199-I-.

Sub-Saharan Africa

Be nun

Botswana

But snal

C AlnCan Rep
Chad
Comoros

d IvOtte

Ghana

Kenya

Mali
Yountana
MaunituS

Vozambtoue
Narnibia

.4-ger
41ger30

Rwortao

Senegal

Swaziland
7anzanio

.,:aanda

mbobwe

Middle East and North Africa

Algeria '..uwcht Sytta

BoNoth '.'orccco .n.s.a

2., mint, .-20tar 'se./

EgiJet Saudi Aicio.o United Auab

1011 S.rdan murales

South Asia

Bangtcoesh Oyes
Bhutan Nepal
lnd.o Pnk,stan

East Asia and Pacific

- 5311K0

lhdanesta
Noeo Dem

Korea Rea
Lao Rep
vonoota
Avanmar

Ph.!toptnes

.ngapote
"I-oaand

. -et Nam

Central America and Caribbean

Baboaos

Costa Rica

Cuba
Docnrncon Rea

E Somaaor Panomo

nialeihain nictad ata

'And:Jos 'ob000
Mextco
Ntcaaquo

South America

Argentina

Bolt,a

ororno10

ELuador
Pryaatros

Industrialized countries

uluguav

0^ezueo

AuStrata Germany POrtugal

BelTurn Hcly See

Canada joaan 'Jaded

Deimork 'lethertanas ,gdom
F Hand '4:Awa1 /riled Slates
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dald prostitutes estimated at lOWX.X) in the Philippines - the same in Thailand

1 million child
prostitutes in Asia
The sexual exploitation of children is
imw a feature of tconoinie life in se%
eral countries of Asia and Latin

merica. Recent estimates suggest
at least 1 million children are involved

in eight Asian countries alone.
Definitions of child prostitution

any. Estimates of lip to half a mdlion
child prostitutes in Brazil. for exam-
ple, include street children who may

..;ex if someone makes an offer: the

est imated I ninon child prost 'nays
of Asia. MI the other hand. are mostly
illbn)thels or inassage parlours it here

many are kept in a state t hat is indis-
t inguishable from slat erv.
Many kwtors are driving the trade.
including economic desperation. But
in the age of cheap air travel, mon,
and more tourists- and businessmen
from t he industrialized nations, and
front ot her developing ciumt ries. are
feking out child prostitutes. Many
travel because t here is less risk of
exposure and jail, or in t he hope that
sex it it h ()zing chihlren means less
risk of AIDS.

There are no adetplateli docu-
mented statistics on I he number of
children in% olved in prostitution. But
accor( Iing to the Thailand-based orga-

nization End Child Prost it ut ion in
\ sian T(mri sin IECP AT). then, are
11MV as many as 300.(XX1child prosti.

t tiles in India. 100.0(10 in Thailand.
1(10,(X1) in Tans an. 100.(X)0 in t hi

Philippines. 10.000 in Viet Nam.
30.000 in Sri Lanka. and many thou-
sands in China. An estimated 150.000
Nepali girls muter 16 are to he found
in Indian brothels and as many as
40.000 Bengali children are being
prostituted in Pakistan.

Germany. Norway and Sweden
have introduced new laws to allow
the prosecution of child-abusing 'sex
tourists in their country of origin.

ustralia. France and New Zealand
are considering legislation.

krticle 3 of the Convention on
the Rights of t he Child specifically
requires ratifying governments to
end the exploitative use of children in

prostitution or other unlawful sexual
practices. No government encour-
ages 'sex tourism': sollic (10 more than

others to protect children from it.

Sex tourism: the destinations
Sexual abuse of children by foreign visi-
tors - businessmen or tourists, from Inside
or outside the region - has been reported
in the following countries.

4,,nPro,na F Saivador

BanTadev,

?,0711 Oant.

Pn,n

Seneoa.
tanko

`,Ir won
Tkrylancl

...PugU011

i,et Nam

100 million mines
threaten children's lives
and limbs
Thousands of children are being
killed and disabled In the ant i.per-
sonnel mines that are waiting in
their tens of millions in the earth of
62 countries from Afghanistan to
Croatia. Countless others face wors-
ening poverty and starvation because

fields that should be providing food
and jobs are now sown only with land-
mines and yield nothing but death
anti disabilit V.

Of the 340 different kinds of land-
mine being produced b 16 nations.
many are designed to shred limbs
rather than kill:others contain almost
no metal ilarts and they are virtually
undetectable.

No one knows how many mines
have been laid and where. The US
State Department estimates 85 mil-
lion. The UN puts the figure at over
100 million. Afghanistan's tar has
left a legacy of sonw 9 or 10 million
uncleared mines. Angola also has 9
million as many mines as people
killing 100 Angolans a month. Iraq
has 5 to 10 million. Ku}rait 5 to 7 mil-
lion. Cambodia 4 to 7 million. and
Mozambique 2 million. During the

Exporters...

present conflict in t he former
uguslavia. about a million mine-

have been laid in Bosnia I lerzegot ina
and another million in Croatia.

knot her 10 million mines an, being
manufactured annually to feed the
$200-million-a-year t rade. Mine scat-
tering equipment and minefield
clearance services -often provided by
t he sante companies are even bigger

business.

The UN is current l inn olt ed in
mine clearance sehemes in seven
eount ries. But the job is "lots. diffi-
cult. and expensive: t he minescost as

lit tit, as 53 each to make but 53(1(1 to

51000 each to find and make safe.
As well as trying to help t housands
children whose es and limbs

have been shattered by anti-person-
nel land-mines. UNICEF's Executive
Director has called for a complete
%,orldwide ban on their pn duct ion.
stockpiling. use, sale and export.

To date, three indust rialized conic-

tries Belgium. France. and t he
nited States hat c ordered a

national moratorium on the ex port of
anti-personnel land-mines.

...Importers
The following countries produce land-
mines. Nations in bold type ure, or have
recently been, exporters.

Au3entina Hungary Romania
.^cmo Singapore

Belgium South Africa
Brazil .1q Soviet Union'

lifelong disability is the price paid by
tens of thousands of children who survive
land-mine explosions.

Bulgaria Israel Spain
Canada Italy Sweden
Chile ;open `.wozenand a
China 'Teo Dom Nan
C,prus
Czechoslovakia'

r..creo RN, U. Kingdom
United States

Denman. !slethenonas
Egypt korog,..a Viet Nam
EI 5olvdcr,
France

Pakistan Yugoslavia'
mt .nhsvr

Germany Poland
4

Greece POtiugal 'r (.1

,
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Progress for
children in the
industrialized
world can no
longer be taken
as a given.

Today, there are
many millions of
children in
economically
advanced nations
whose quality of life
would have to be
judged poorer than
that of many
children in the
developing world.

For many people in
many nations, it is
the United States
that defines the
idea of life in an
advanced
industrial state.

Here, Marian
Wright Edehnan
lists the symptoms
and looks at the
causes of a
growing crisis for
America's children.
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Acr., mud, of the mirkl todat
there is alt t ident will to pursue

he path of progress that has been
pioneered liv the United States of
\ merica. As an American. I am %tell
auare that there is nitwit to adinire
about my ott n country and its
achievements. 13ut I also knots tliat
t here is much that is not tt ()mitt of
mulation.

In particular. I do not think that
ant country would wish to emulate
the tt av t hat Amerua. as a si wiett .
treating its children. One in fit e of
those children is today lit ing in
pot ert v. Eight million of those chil-
dren lack health cot erage. 'Iliree of
et erv 10 are born into a single-parent
familt . About 3 million a Veal' are re .
ported to be neglected. or pliv....maik
or sexually abused t riple the num-
ber in 1980.

l'hese rising indicators of social
a-tress are not% atwompanied by an
unprecedented upsurge in violence
lit and against children anti Young
people. The overall murder rate of
oung people is set en times higher

t han in any Western European coun-
try. Every tt.,c) days. the equit alent of
a whole classroom full of young chil-
dren dies bv t he bullet.

Violence kt young people i,-
equally steeply. Arrests of juveniles

murder and non-negligent
manslaughter doubled in the 1980s.

No place in society

Such trends cannot. of course. con-
tinue. For they are carrying America
to the brink of siwial and economic
disintegration.

No longer are the problems of
endemic povert v. joblessness. lannit
disintegration, domestic violence.
racial intolerance. teenage pregnancy.
and drug abuse pist problems that
happen to other people. Today.
almost everyone is affected. Even a
ts hite middle-class child knotss t hat

e are a nation in crisis. We have lost
the feeling t hat genet-at ions of
Americans have always held dear
t hat the future will be a bright one.
Tiw A merican dream is fading for
too man. American children.

When we Americans ask why this
is happening. in the richest ;ind most
adt antaged country in earth. man t
of us know t hat at bot tom, the fault

This is not
w o we are
Marian Wright Edelman
Marian IT-right Edelman is the President of the Children's Defense Fund.
based in frashington. D.C. She began her work for chi ldren in the in id-l9O0s
with the NAACP Difense and Educational Fund. u civil rights group. Since
founding the Children's Legal Di:l'i,nse hind in 1973. she has achiered wide
remitnition as a spokesperson on behalf of American children and families.

lit,s in the kind of values and the kind
of progress we have been pursuing.

We knots that 1%e hat e oversold
ourselves anti our young people on
one dominant aspect of our culture
its material surcess. By advertising
and lit example. tt e have conununi-
cated to our young people that to be
admired anti respected they must
have particular and ever-changing
possessions and lifestyles. Yet at the
same time as parading before them
these material definitions of success.
we have denieil to too many the legit-
imate means of aehieving them the
ediwation. the skills, the jobs and the
opportunities.

As a result. many millions of our
oung people feel that they have no

economic and social place in our soci-
ety. that they have little to respect in
themselves or to be respected for by
others. And from this point of alien-
ation and frustration, the path to
drugs. alcohol abuse. crime, violence.
and prison is et er open.

In the last deeade. these tensions
have been heightened by policies that
have deepened the divide between
rich and poor and further exalted the
material definition of success and
purpose. Since 1980. the poor in
America have seen their real incomes
fall substantially. Safety nets have
been dismantled. and an underclass
has been created. st hit e as %tell as
black. so I hat t here are today approx-
imately 5 million mon- A ineriran
children lit ing in poverty than there
were in 19'73.

No civilized soriety. no democract
no capitalism. can survive long under

t he strains arising from t he frustra-
tions. injustices. divisions and
inequalities that we have created.

Under pressure from all of these
forces st e are 'it it nessing a break-
down in A merivan values, in our
common sense and community
responsibility, and especiallt in our
responsibility to protect and nurture
our children. We are losing our sense
id meaning. failing to find our sense
of purpose in family, or commtmity
life, or in faith. We are dying spiritu-
ally. That is why the dream is failing.
That is what is tearing the heart out of
America today. And somehow we
must find a way to teach our children
that there is something better. We
!mist cry imt to them that this is not
ts im we tire.

Back from the brink

If we are to pull back from the
brink. then we need to acknowledge
that the epidemic of violence ani 1
social disintegration that threatens
to overwhelm our society is t he result
of policies that have favoured the rich
over the poor. and material values
over human and spiritual values.
Above all. we need to acknowledge
that what we are now seeing is the
result of years of negleet and lark of
investment in our children.

To reverse the &dine, tt e must
first of all create jobs.

There is pleutt of st (irk to he done
if we are to meet bun= neei Is. extend
vommunit V programmes. and
itnprot r our social and physical envi-
rontnent. And there are many- tt ho

need that work to enable them to earn
a livelihood. to take back their dig-
nity. and to fulfil their responsibilities
as parents.

As well as jobs that are created by
economic growl h. st e need to create at
least a million new jobs targeted pri-
marily to young people in poor rural
and inner-city areas. We must also
build on the many. many good exam-
ples of educational initiatit es that
work. of community outreach pro-
jects. of programtnes to prevent teen
pre:gnancy. of efforts which offer
skills and opportunities and hope.
And we must build on them not here
and there. piecemeal. but on a
national scale.

Enemy within

To do this. we will have to refute
the argument that government can-
not afford to make such investments.

What we cannot afford is to spend
$271 billion a year on external
defence when the real enerny is
within. What we cannot afford is S6
billion for a new Sea Wolf subma-
rine. and $25 billion for a new F-22
fighter, while denying our children
decent health. education. oi iportu-
nit y. and hope. If We are to keep the
(bream alive:if we are to offer hope
and self-respect to our young people.
then we have no greater priority than
renewing invest ment in jobs. in
healt it. in education, in our children's
and our nation's future.

Today, with new national leader-
ship. a beginning has been made. We
have the Family and Medical Leave
Act. an expanded Earned Income
Tax Credit to help lower-income
torking families, a Hunger Relief
. et. and a SI billion Family
Preservation Programme.

But no President can do ti mii. job
alone. No Congress can do it alone.
We must also confront the problem
of child neglect in our homes. in our
families. in our communities. ant in
our justice system. This has to be the
responsibility of every family. every
community. every faith. every neigh-
bourhood. every American.

Every one of us is responsible. It is
t ime to begin salvaging our ideals.

n -o 1..nn s se t
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Significant
numbers of
children in the
rich world live in
poverty -
approximately
5% in much of
Western Europe,
10% in Australia,
Canada and the
UK, and 20% in the
United States.

Murder of and
suicide by young
people has
been steadily
increasing in
almost all
industrialized
nations.

Child abuse and
neglect. though
difficult to
measure, also
appears to be
rising. An
estimated
10% - 15% of
children in
industrialized
nations are
sexually abused.*

w I Vol A d Dime measunng &but
I. l%cdd00,10kgs.)duo.ek vd 46, 1993
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Child abuse- natariousl difficult to measure

New child abuse index
proposed
Spain aml Italy has e the lowest
reported incidence of child abuse in
t he industrialized ss orid. according
to an inilial atteMpt by W 1H) to con-
struct an international child abuse
index.

Abuse and neglect of children
appear s. to be a major problem in
almost all countries poor as in ell as

rWli. But it is notoriouslx difficult to
measure. Some countries keep
national child abuse registers based
on cases reported and investigated:
and some healt Ii services also screen

ehildren for possible cases of abuse or

neglect. I3ut difierent definitions and
reporting systems make international
comparison hazardous. Even where
statistics do exist, there is always a
question mark over whether higher
figures in one vountry simply reflect
more openness about the subject and

more reliable sx stems of reporting.
WHO's jiroposed index goes some

way towards resolving this problem
fix counting only those cases of abuse

and neglect that result in deat h a cat-

egory for which more dependable sta.

tistics are available. But rather than
tweepting only proven eases of child
homicide. WI 10 suggests totalling
child deaths from 1510 internation.
allv standardized cat egorWs homi.
1.ide and *deaths from undetermined

external causes*. 'Fins total. when
translated into a rate per 100.000
bid hs. is suggested as a first step
towards an internationally accepted

indicator of child abuse and neglect.
Tlw indicator has ss eaknesses. as

WHO points out. First, infant deat is
represent onh tlw tip of t he abuse and

neglect iceberg. Second. most abused

children are not infants but two-to-
lour.year-olds (at the moment. inter-
nationally comparable statistics are
only available for children under one
year). Third. not all deaths from
undetermined external causes- are a
result of physical abuse. But. says
WHO. "t he reporting pat terns

appear consistent Over time. and the
grouping of homicides and deat his
-due to undetermined causes appears

to give a more consistent pattern for
comparison among countries.-

The following table shows the new
neglect and abuse death rate for
infants under one in 23 industrial-
ized nations.

Presumed guilty
Deaths of infants from presumed abuse pet
100,000 live births, 1985.1990

'..!ccrcsysok.o. I 0 I Beipum -1 3

8 Unoea Koloclorn.!eo xS.es
3 7

' 4 Canoda
P

O,,3n0
'.

2 Netheriono5
"qor 5 7 N.N..vo,

'1 5 CWINler,

,10,11
.1 3

5

kustria. Denmark. Finland. Norway
and Sweden have already passed laws

fin-bidding all forms of physical pun-
ishment. of children ss holier in
homes. schools. or juvenile correc-
t ion institutions. In addition to these
five, at least six more countries are
nos% considering similar legislation -
Canada. Germany. Ireland. New
Zealand. Poland. and Switzerland.

Governments that have ratified the
Convention on the Rights of the
Clnld are obliged to protect children
from "all forms of physical or mental
iolence.- So is the smacking ()Irbil-

dren a violation of the Convention on
he R ights of t he Child'? Yes. says the

UN Committee on the Rights of t he
Child.

ill 5011W nations, the issue of phys-

ical punishment of children remains
controversial. In others the issue was
settled long ago: Austria and Finland
banned physical punishment in
schools a hundred years ago.

Is physical punishment illegal?
Juvenile

correction
Homes Schools systems

:-.roomo No yes

4usircila No No. No
... ,,r,o -es

o.um N -' 'es

. .:noao No
',.s .,-5 .,,,,

-..ona es 6-i5 e es

.1,ce No "es

'3,eece No Yes f es

'.,3 yes 'es

.-.7,ono No (es Yes

lel N-...

No fes
mon No Yes No
,,emootog ..) y'es

sletherlonds No Yes 'fes

`,...w Zeorond No Yes Yes

'.11'.(VsOV , es Y es es

0-:.Aorci No Yes No
11;5901 No , es , es

D-,M0,1,0 No 5e5 NO

105

.....eden '.'es ves Yes

...,tzerland ..-: ,,,s 'es
,,,ted Kmodom N, Yes ves

. ',wed Slows No N6
A Wt.. cic,h,b..ed ,r, :,.. ow, C ..Ar A tvo,t,

mt., , .., . , ....,,,n,.
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Europe ha.; weer child um

Child poverty
league
The proportion of a nation's children
living below the poverty line is or
should be a litmus test of national
progress. Yet the latest internation-
ally comparable figures for child
pm erty in t he industrialized nations
(late back to the mid-1980s.

One small research project the

.uxembourg Income Stmly (LIS)
based at Syracuse University. USA
is attempting to put this right by
tnonitoring household incomes in
some 20 industrialized nations. The
table below summarizes the results of

1.1S inquiries into changes in child
poverty level'. icier t he period 1979-
1981 to 1985-1987 in eight nations
with comparable data. By 1995. LIS
hopes to publish new figures bringing
the child poverty record into the early
1990s. Watch this space.

Child poverty
Percentage of children living below the
poverty line in the mid.1980s. The poverty
line is defined here as family income
below 40% of median national income -
after taking into account the effects of tax
and benefit policies.

% living below poverty line

x 'ea 4 / 19791 20 4 119861

-.roar] ;1- 2lQi 9 3119871

:1 ,1981! 1)11985:

7 4116861

' -1 7 1; 4 0 i1984,
14-11 8 1Q8/1

3:!;14.!, . 8;1984I
' 19871

Teen suicides fall in Eastern Europe
While most industrialized countries
have seen the level of teenage suicide

holding steady or increasing oi yr the
last t wo decades. t o Eastern
European countries have seen a sharp

fall: Suicide among young people in
iungary has almost hak ei I. w hilt. in

Czechoslovakia (now the Czech
Republic and Slovakia) the rate fell
liv nearly 60%.

Meanwhile, suicide by teenagers
(15-19) has increased significantly
in Canada. Ireland.. New Zealand.
Norway. Spain, the United Kingdom.

and the United States.
Norway shows by far the biggest

increase in rate over the period. but
the absolute numbers are so small
that the increase in rate can be exag-
gerated by small annual variations in

Teenage suicide
Suicides of young people aged 15-19, annual number and rate (per 100,000 in age group)

Current rate higher than 10
Rote per 100,000 No.

1970 1991 1991

iw Zecycmc f 8 f .15

,ona :00 '5 0 46
7 0 3 5 253

3 ; 41

States 5 9 979
,.!forro 5 5 3

4,01110 3 4

Current rate 5 to 10
Rate per 100,000 No.

1970 1991 1991

r-iJngcr.

Czeci-icscax(a
1relaeO

Bulna
?vane

S.vazer(a-a

France

'

the particular years chosen for com-
lmrison. The same is true of Ireland.

hich has also seen a large rise in its

teen suicide rate again from a low
and perhaps underreported base in
1970. Of the major industrial powers.
Japan is the only one to record a sub-

-tantial fall.
Approximately four times as many

teenage boys commit suicide as girls.

Current rate less than 5
Rate per 100,000 No.

1970 1991 1991

' f 0 F; 4 7 2,,N)rnork, 2 4 4 4 1 b

18 3 7 I32 y..n.teo Krngdom 2 3 4 3 i 59

0 4 7 5 20 /xxon 7 8 3 8 371

5 9 2 .18 8,-.:ouco! 4 1 3 7 3!
7 0 210 ..lethetioncs 2 4 3 1 32

8 5 '..: 7 28 1,;X:,n 1 I 3 1 102

7 6 5 z 15 .10,, 2 4 . 2 5 109

5 5 5 3 217 Greece I 4 1 3 9

Former Soviets high in murder league
The United States has a teenage mur-

der rate seven times higher than any

Western European nation. accord-
ing to new figures from WHO. In
total. over 3(X)0 teenagers (15 to 191

were murdered in the United States in

1991.as opposed to fewer than 300 in

the whole of Western Europe.

After the United States. the next
eight places in the teenage murder
league are occupied by former Soviet

Republics.
In most countries. t he different.es

between 1970 and 1990 figures are so

-mall that no general trend van be
deduced. But among the countries

wit h larger numbers, the rate has dou-

bled in Bulgaria. Canada. and the
United States. and tripled in Italy. In
five countries including Japan and
t he United Kingdom - the rate has
actually dropped over the last two
decades. Most teen murder victims
are male.

Teenage murders
Homicides against young people aged 15.19, annual number and rate (per 100.000 in age group)

Current rate higher than 3
Annual

Rate rate
1970 90.91

Current rate 1 to 3 Current rate less than 1
Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual

no. Rate rate no. Rate rate no.

90.91 1970 90.91 90.91

inrrea Stales -3 1

kussran r ederalrc^

Kozokhstan

K;rgszsian

By-torus

Ukraine

r'i.kliirn

I 1^. a

Armen°

3020 13..i!barrc 1 5 3 0 30

: 2 1052 C.:no= 1 0 2 3 4.3

3 114 Fq-.1ana 2 1 .. 3

.._ 1 26 Holy 0 6 ,' 1 ..)2

: 4 39 New ZL-r.:: ono ; 4 ,r,

t 3 ; 95 A,,strano 1 0 8 25

-.: 4 2 'vcei
.=.:sec-cs -....or.ra ': 5 5 20

7

1970 90

Greece 0 2

krsirra 1 5

Netherlanas 0 6
R7rugol 0 4

', wriiet land 0 2

Unried Kingdom 0 8

',puff; 0 4

3,Neden () 7

-91 90 .91

0 9 6
0 8 4

0 8 8

0 8 7

-..` 7 3

0 7 27

0 5 ro

-, 5 3

PWan0 I 1 Z .1-1 trcmce j 3 2 4 17

Derimo.k. i") 3 4 Ireland 0 0 ..) 3 1

(--..ymb.- . .13 i. wan 0 4 3 34

Norway 0 3 1

Hungary 1 3 '.. 2 2
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In the famil)7 many
children's lives are
emptying of close
relations as family
size falls, divorce
rates rise, and
parents spend
more time outside
the home.

In the economic
environment,
children are in the
front line of the
difficult transitions
being made -
especially but not
exclusively in
Eastern Europe.

In the physical
environment,
children are the
most vulnerable to
adult mistakes.

These pages also
look at the record
in giving aid to
countries whose
environmental
problems arise
from too little
rather than too
much.

ACHI E.VEMENT ANE

In the real world. one parent often mtssing

20% in single-
parent families
A quarrer of all children in some
int lust rialized yountries are grossing
up in single-parent families. The aver-
age is about 20%. ss it h Germany and
Italy reporting figures of less than
10% in the 19-X)s.

Debate continues about the signif-
icance of t he rising number of chil-
dren in single-parent families: most

mild agree t hat one good parent is
better than Rut bad ones -and can be
much better than having one good
parent anti one bad. But what is not
in doubt is the dose and consistent
connection. in all industrialized
nations. bet ween growing tip lit a

-inale-parent famils and growing up
in poverty.

One-parent families
One-parent households with children
under 15 as a percentage of all house-
holds with children under 15

About
1981

About
1991

cea titryes

r-w Zeaand 18 24'
'KJ tnry3.yrI 14

.tsscst ! 7 10

3 8

18

8

14

r 9

F 1110'1V

11r1.

10

Statistics begin to show
Eastern Europe's pain
The human cost of the political and
economic transition in Eastern aml
Central Europe is beginning to silos%
up in social statistics tracked bs
t he UNICEF International Child
Development Centre in Florence.

Albania. Bulgaria. Romania.
Ukraine. and t he Russian Federation
are hardest hit. Adult death rates has e
risen. secondary schttol emolinents
have declined, and there has been all
unprecedented rise in (-rime rates.

In the Russian Federatitm. the rise
in the overall death rate means that
over half a million more R fissions
died in 1993 than in 1989. The
increase has been greatest among
adult males.

Central Europe is faring slightly
better: the Czech Republic. is -.Jowls
returning to more normal conditions:
Poland is showing earlv signs of
recovery after a sharp drop in living
standards:and Hungary. dtspite a rise
in death rates. has managed to hold
most other social indicators steads .

So far, the impact on salient indi-
cators of rhild well-being
five mortalit y rates. immunization
levels, and primary school enrol.'
ments has been relativels small in
most countries of t he region. But the
much grimmer statistics of economic
decline ailling real wages. rising
unemployment. and sharplY increas-
ing health care costs - suggest that the
environment in ss hich million- of
ehildren are growing up has deterio-
rated more sharply t han is (.aptured
in the statistics to date.

Some of the main findings ( 1989-
1992) of the UNICEF study:
'3 Under-five mortality rates has e
held steady in most countries. declin-
ing slightly in un ngary. Poland and
Romania and rising in Bulgaria (from
18 to 20 per 1000 births) over the
period 1989 to 1992. Infant mortalits
is actually down slightly in five out of
the nine countries.

Immunization levels has e been
maintained at 0s er 90% in most
count ries a significantly higher

average than any other region of t he
odd. The only major exception is

t he Russian Federation. s here
measles (-overage has fallen from
82% to 62%.

Near-universal primary school
enrohnent has also been maintained
across the region except in Romania
(clown from 9711/ to 9404 ) and
Bulgaria (down from 96% to 89%).
3 Enrohnent in kindergartens has
dropped by 15 -20% throughout the
region (except in Hungary I.

Average life expectancy has
leclined slightly in all countries oft he
region except Romania. and by a full
t wo years for Russian men.

Marriage rates and birth rates have
1ropped sharply in all Eastern and
Central European eountries for
which figures are available.

Family and maternity allowances
have shrunk faster than pensions:

Per capita consumption of meat
and fish products has fallen in all
count ries -and the fall has been most
severe among the poorest groups.

Convictions of young people for
criminal offences have doubled in
Poland and increased hy 50% in the
Russian Federation.

Public expenditures on health and
education as a percentage II I GDP
have increased quite sharply in the
period 1989-1992 in all Eastern and
(:entral European countries except
the Russian Federation. But as real
budgets shrink. wages account for a
larger share of budgets. operating
funds are reduced. aml there has been
a deterioration in the quality of health
and education services.

Dwindling pay
1992 per capita income as a percentage
of 1989 per capita income

r.1,,ssion Federaior, 62
70

Romania 89
Hungary 92
tzecn Peoubhc 94
OktOine
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Green lulls awns - Ellin legacy for chi Idreo ofthe industrialized world

How green is my country
Austria. Portugal and Japan lead tlw
industrial nations in environtnental
protection. according to a report by
the London-based Ness Economics
Voundat ion, a policy think-tank.

Using data mainly from the 1990s.
t he report looks at the environmental
revord of the establislwd industrial
nations under 11 rlifferent headings
including, pollutants emitted per
capita. %sitter use and quality. nitrate
fertilizer IISV. percentage of native
-peril-- I hreatened. percentage of
land a it hin protected areas. munici-
i.al %%ask mid car t nu l per person.
and energs use per $1000 of GDP.
Each country is rated on a scale of 0
to 100. s% it lit lw best country pegged
at 100 and the a orst at 0. All scores
are then averaged to give each coon-
trys overall position in the 'green
kague

kr: its authors acknowledge. the
'green index' is a first attempt and
suffers from a number of problems.
Portugal ranks in second place, for
example. largely because of its rela-
tively km, level M.G.\ P and industrial

art ivit v rather than any particular
serdanes in gm ernment polic .

A further problem is that t he aver-
aging of tbe 11 different elenwnts
a rb itrarils gives t item an equal
ss eight ing.

loreos en. the &vision to award a
maximum score of 100 to the Itests
performing couturs in each category
means t hat the index is not related to

any ideal standard or to what may be
required for long-term sustainabil-
it y. II igh marks indicate only that a
country is jwrforming better than
other countries.

Nonetheless. the index is the bold-
r:st attempt so far to compare t he envi-
ronmental credentials of the
established industrialized nations.
And as protecting children clearly
means protecting the environment
in which they are growing up. and the
%orld t hey will inherit. the green
league table is reproduced here.

Groan league
Environmental ratings out of 100 for 20
industrialized nations

Overall score

Austria 76
Partuaat 73

tqaon

daatn

ttalv

tzetrana

'2

67

A.eden 65
.tctd 64

63
'once 63

C-ormanv 60
58

Ireland 54
t \town( inch 53

niand 51

Australia

Belgium

onaaa 37
, SMJ'en

Scandinavians widen
gap at top of aid league
A wide gap has opened up between
the most generous aid givers and the
rest of the industrialized nations.
Norway. Sweden and Deqtmark all
gave more than 1% of GNP in aid
during 1992. the latest year for which
figures are available. Apart from the
Netherlands. no other OECD coun-
try reached evert the 0.7% aid target
agreed to in the 1960s. The average
for the industrialized nations was
0.34% of GNP,

Judged by aid given per person jwr
year. the Scandinavian countries
maintain their clear lead, with the
Norwegians. Swedes and Danes giv-
ing approximately twice as much per
person as the French. Germans or
Canadians. three times a§ much as tlw
Japanese. four times as much as the
Italians. five times as much as the
British. and six times as much as the
Americans.

If all countries were to reach the
'target aid figure of 0.7% of GNP. an
additional $67 billion a year would be

The aid gap

tumuli-available-wore than enough to
eradicate the worst aspects of world
poverty within a decade.

Recent opinion polls in 11

European countries show that a sig-
nificant majority of voters are in
favour of increasing aid levels (see
last column of table). Survey results
in Japan. Canada. Sweden and the
l'nited States are not comparable-as
respondents were also asked if they
:upported maintaining or increas-
ing aid levels. In Japan. over 80%
answered 'yes' to this question. In
Sweden. 53% were in favour
sharply down from the figures
remrded in the 1980s. In Canada.
cs er 50% approved of maintaining or
increasing aid.

Surveys in the United States tell a
different story. Only 43% want the
USA to supply aid at all. Support is
weakest among young Americans:
only 34% of those under 30 approve
of economic assistance.

Aid
as %

of GNP
1992

Total old
($ billions) 1992

Aid per person
($) 1992 % in

favour of
increasing

aid
1991Actual

Total if
0.7% of
GNP

Total if
0.7% of Dil

Actual GNP er.ce

Norway 1 II 1 2 288 180 + 08 63

Sweden I 05 2 5 270 189 +81

Denmark 1 04 4 21,,507 114842 80

Netherianas 0 88 2 7
:6283

75

France 7 8 - ;5 60

Fmland 0 55 0 6 0 8 ! 41 163 -22

Switzeriand 3 46 7 so 256 -96
Canada 0 44 2 5 -`,6 145 - 49

Portugal

Belgium

0 41
0 40

0 3
0 8

5

1 5

2.:50 14572 :0278 75

53

Germany 0 38 7 0 13 0 109 i 61 52 67

Italy 0 35 4 1 8 3 58 144 76 69

Australia 0 32 1 0 1

.5583 1:japan o 32 1! ;4 6 0197

United Kingdom 0 31 3 1 2 54 124 70 70

Austria 0 30 0 5 ?4 157 23

Spain 0 28 1 5 3 8 36 98 62 78

New Zealand C. 24 0 1 0 3 20 83 -53
United States 0 18 10 8 41 3 45 162 -117
Ireland 0 16 0 1 3 8 86 68 69

, A 1. -es n. 'R.,/ :ere, ti 1 4,r,.. ety I
.a A ,, I :-.1 :C. .f111 ?
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LESS POPULOUS COUNTRIES
The main indicators used ,to construct the league tables in The Proaress af
NatIons 1994 include the use rate for ofal rehydration therapy, the percent-
age of girls reaching grade 5 of primary school, female literacy as a percentage
of male. and the family planning rate. Using these same indicators, the following
table shows the progress of enose countries with populations of less than I mil-

lion. Tlw relative standing of these less populous countries can be assessed by

comparing the figures given here with the relevant league tables.
The tables also give each country's per capita GNP, total population. under-

five mortality rate, percentage of children underweight, percentage of all chil-
dren reaching grade 5, measles immunization rate, total fertility rate, and
maternal mortality rate enabling comparisons to be made with the statisti-
cal profiles on pages 52 and 53.

ORT
USe

1989-92

% children
reaching
grade 5
1986 -92

% using
family

planning
1981-92

Female
literacy
as % of

male
1970 -90

% of
1-year-old
children

immunized
against
measles

1992

Population
(thousands)

Annual
no. of
births

(thousands)
1992

Annual
no. of

under-5
deaths

(thousands)
1992

Under-5
mortality

rate
1992

GNP
per

capita
($)

1992

% of
under-5
children
under-
weight

1976-90

Total
fertility

rate
1992

Maternal
mortality

rate
1980 -91

Under
Total 16All Girls

Aniraucu Barbucra 50 39 87 66 30 1 1 0 0 25 4870 10 1 9

Bahamas 54 100 ICC 93 264 81 5.2 0.2 29 12020 2.0 69
Banrcpn 73 78 81 54 69 87 533 199 14 1 0 2 16 7130 3.8 34

Baroados 15 80 83 99 oo 259 67 4 I 3 0 12 6530 5 1 8 27

58 66 47 ..1 98 87 7 2 4 52 2210 4 8 19

sagn Islands 98 99 17 - 0 3 0 0 33 8500
Brunei Darussarom 74 72 69 99 270 95 6 5 0 I 10 20760 3 1

Cace verae 5 60 60 15 82 384 176 13 8 0 8 60 850 19 4 3 107

Ccr,oros 70 20 31 40 32 585 297 28 7 3 7 130 510 7 1 500
C:x)k Isronas 8 50 87 17 - 0 4 0 0 28 1550 3 5 46

C 4 81 83 74 716 196 12 3 0 1 i 9820 2 3

Dilbous 56 38 34 83 467 222 21 9 3.5 158 1210 23 6 6 740

Dom,nica 56 00 oc. 49 98 72 27 1 5 0 0 22 2520 3 0 58

Eauoronol Guinea 40 - - 37 66 369 166 16 2 3 0 182 330 5.9 430
Fill 16 87 84 32 74 91 739 291 17 6 0 5 29 2010 3 0 90
Gambia 48 50 38 16 83 908 420 40 3 8 8 220 320 6 1 1500

Grencroo 70 54 Q8 21 34 2 2 0 1 35 2310 3 1 100

Gu.,ana :5 )7 0y 25 76 808 281 20.7 1 3 65 330 22 2 6 200
Ice ana 260 68 4 5 0 0 7 23670 2.2 0
K.r,b,arr 85 90 92 28 77 74 30 2 4 0 2 81 700 4 3 10

lexerndoura ;9 100: 378 70 4 7 1 35260 1 6 0

N': :7 227 105 8 8 500 2 400
Mo.ra .00 90 86 30 359 88 5 5 0 1 11 7280 2 1

Maisnoit Islanas 27 86 49 - 1 4 n 1 92 7 2 109

Mrcranesra Fed Stares 88 109 49 3 7 0 4 29 4 8 83
monrserrar 53 27 100 11 4 2 0 0 15 3330 2 5
Palau 38 94 16 0 5 0 0 35 790 4 2

Garai 60 32 z 453 141 10 4 3 33 16240 4 4 9

Sa.n, K.tts arra Nevis 5 88 88 41 08 42 13 0 8 0 0 42 3990 2 7 150

Sa WOO 75 26 95 47 ; 37 63 3 8 i 2! 2900 14 3 3 26

Sa,nr Vincent/ Grenaames 08 58 96 00 109 39 2 4 0 1 25 1990 2 6 13

Sar,'00 21 91 158 67 5 2 0 3 58 940 4 7 400

Sao Fame ono Prncce 5-0 88 87 10 42 61 124 49 4 5 0 4 85 370 17 5 1 79

SevchePes 88 93 60 02 72 26 1 6 0 0 20 5480 6 2 9 60
SroomonlOands 88 25 342 163 12 9 3 4 34 710 5 4 10

Suonome 99 100 25 84 438 157 11 4 D 35 3700 2 7 89

S,Auz.rrond 85 76 78 21 65 85 792 367 29 6 3 2 107 1080 5 0 110

-10 8.1 75. '39 95 ')0 07 40 2 9 0 1 25 1350 4 1 37

Turks ono Ca.cos Is:onas 98 59 13 0 2 0 0 31 780

TIN(MI 12 0 0 650 460

Van.,n1 66 61 60 15 48 157 70 6 0 0 5 85 1220 20 5 7 107

BEST ('rOPY AVAILABLE
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NATIONAL
PERFORMANCE

GAPS
The following tables provide additional statistical

information on the progress of nations.

Pages 48 and 49 show the national performance

gaps, for all countries, in child survival, child

nutrition, and primary education. The national

performance gap is the.difference between the actual

level of progress achieved and the expected level of

progress for each country's per capita GNP

Pages 50 and 51 of this year's edition attempt

to show, for all countries, the annual rate of

progress in extending immunization against

measles, the most important of the

vaccine-preventable diseases of childhood.

Pages 52 and 53 present a basic socia profile of

each nation, and list the social development goals

that have been adopted for 1995 and the year 2000.



The tables on these
pages show each
country's national
performance gap in
the areas of child
survival, nutrition.
and education.

The national
performance gap is
the difference
between a country's
actual level of
progress and the
expected level for its
per capita GNP.

For each indicator.
the expected level of
achievement has
been calculated
from the per capita
GNPs and the
relevant social
indicators of all
countries (see
opposite). The
expected level
therefore represents
the level that the
average-performing
country could be
expected to have
reached for its level
of GNP per capita.

48

NATIONAL PERFO1
GNP Under-five

per capita mortality rote 1992
1992 Actual Expected Difference

% of children
reaching grade g

Actual Expected Difference

%of under-five
children underweght

Actual Expected Difference

SuB-SAHARAN AFRICA

-13
-25 -4 -2

:-.. ,...na ro..,.
_

..1.--,, -1
41

-18
+10 :F :<, -3

rnerc,r-
.:,,,,.

20
:.)

-38
_

-,,3
-9

4 7
_

+5
-

+7 -
:30 o ..4 C.: ..41

- -7 +7
- _ -

: , +7 -15 ..5 4..; _5
-

-50
-40
+10 2. -1

_ _ - -36
- -15 +14

., Al 22 ...:] +67 +21 4 +15
- 3 _1 +14

-97 - +4
'.' : :(:.-:-:,....:- . ?:-. ' .-.: -3 . -6 -1

(2w. 1 ...,::, ", -55 -10 ):. +8
3I:20 220 47 -73 0 .:3 -27 )! e, -2
530 _ _ - '-'3 +5 48 24 -24

. -ne 74 +10 5'? +2 :-: 4 -10
._ - +13 -

-32 3 '-' -; -27 26 4 -12
.-..:, : r 4: -173 44 -21 3.0 30 -6

: -:.:,.,,a 320 ,I:1 43 -48 44 +11 20 -6
: f.0 Inn I 59 -63 3'; +21 32 +3

c.,.. 45 '33 -62 -13
.,.., -2

.- ')7 +8
S.-rnaqo 53- - :2 -25 -

.....,h Alr:;-.:7, '..'t 70 34 -36 - -
'.:- :or:: - c

.-. _
.To

+39
-9

22 ; 7 0
+17

-
43
...,-

+14
+1

:....rxia 35 35 0 - 3 38 +15
.: : -? 213 8 "; -23 - ., .- +18 _

.:.: -53 . - +20 +6
2 --comve -1:: 14 +18 +35 1 30 +10

EAST and NORTH AFRICA

2 :c. -29 +13 +4
.i... . +42 +32 +13

.. ..:',1' -19 +4 -
....? -31 30 -6 2 5 +3

20 :,_ 30 +30 +19 4
.

+11.....11,1
'.-:: 50 -5 43 ..;',.. -13 t -3

...c..:"^ 2 I 5.0 _ - _ -
5330 .. ... -
'AO e:.3 +2 ";,c; 30 -1 Q

18 +9
-11 +1

-7:40 40 8 -22 0.3 -29
420 ..56 25 -41 -I i 2 -7 35 26 -9

':'.) .:2 50 +19 -; +20
30(3 :c.3 45 +7 58 +7 +5

42 -45 .:s .-!, 3 +15
, N1 A' ::: 3:- ,..:-s .2 0 -12 99 ')7 -8._ .220

......' - 2 +23 .4 -6

SOUTH ASIA

....0 - 4, -29 -
E.,,,, --Inci,2..t 220 27 +41 -V; 5 +11 '..(5: 54 -32
B' .,an 80 :01 82 -19 2 -19 28 37 -1
'ia .1,1 , . .15 +21 ....-. +22 30 )9 -33
;,10. 28 85 +57 - -

.: r 1 7 :', -11 -12 27 -13
..40 4 IIP +89 +40 . ,5 -4

EAST ASIA and PACIFIC

:^ r-
+88 +40 I +10
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MANCE GAPS
GNP

per capita
1992

Under-five
mortality rate 1992

Actual Expected Difference

% of children
reaching grade 5

Actual Expected Difference

% of under-five
children underweight

Actual Expected Difference

Hong Kora 15380 7 12 +5 99 95 +4 - - -
.naonesia 670 i I 93 -18 83 58 +25 40 24 -16

De.n 070 - - -
K".yea Reo +11 92 0 -
:ao Rea 250 45 159 +14 - 37 34 -3
V.alcr,sia 2790 : 33 +14 87 87 0 -
'Aorrgoua 790 30 83 +3 - 12 20 +8
Myanmar 220 3 68 +55 32 34 +2
Pomo New G,nea .";1`10 - 67 98 -1 35 19 -16
Phi lupines 770 60 84 +24 75 64 +11 34 20 -14
Singapore 15750 12 +5 100 95 +5 14 6 -8
7hailarla 1840 33 43 +10 35 130 +5 26 16 -10
/.et Nom 240 49 I 62 +113 58 38 +20 42 33 -9

CENTRAL AMERICA and CARIBBEAN

Costa Rico 2000 16 41 +25 84 84 0 6 14 +8
C..rbo 1170 il 53 +47 91 73 +18 -
Dominican Rea 1040 50 63 +13 41 70 -29 10 18 +8
F. So Ivaco! 1170 63 58 -5 45 71 -26 15 17 +2
C.1-,atemaia 67 -9 41 68 -27 34 19 -15
Hoth 370 33 133 0 12 48 -36 37 28 -9
Honduras 580 58 103 +45 41 57 -16 21 23 +2
Jamaica ! 340 14 53 +39 96 76 +20 7 16 +9
Mexico 3470 33 29 -4 80 89 -9 14 10 -4
Nicaraaca 410 75 126 +50 46 53 -7 11 21 +10
Panama 2440 20 36 +16 82 83 -1 16 11 -5
Trinidad arta Toboao 2940 22 27 +5 70 89 -19 7 8 +1

SOUTH AMERICA

Argentina 6050 24 21 -3 - - -
Bohyia 680 .18 02 -26 60 60 0 13 22 +9
Brazil 2770 65 33 -32 39 88 -49 7 10 +3
Chile 2730 18 34 +16 85 87 -2 3 13 +10
Colombia 1290 20 55 +35 55 75 -20 10 16 +6
Ecuador 1070 59 62 +3 67 70 -3 17 18 +1
Paraguas, 1340 34 53 +19 70 76 -6 4 15 +11
Peru 950 65 70 +5 - 11 18 +7
Jr ,raucy 3340 22 30 +8 94 88 +6 7 10 +3
.enezuela 2900 24 33 +9 86 88 -2 0 11 +5

INDUSTRIALIZED COUNTRIES

.4,bania 700 40 82 +42 97 64 +33
Au,rralia ' 7070 ' 2 +3 09 96 +3
:kustrio 22110 t) + 1 1.)0 )7 +3
Belgium 20880 :1 11 0 81 97 -16
9,igana 1330 20 53 +33 70 76 +3
Canaaa 20320 8 11 +3 96 97 -1
Czech Rep 2440 12 36 +24 96 88 +8
Denmark 25930 8 9 +1 95 98 -3
Finland 22980 7 10 +3 100 97 +3
F,ance 22300 0 I Q +1 96 97 -1
Germany ,: 3030 6 10 +2 -76 97 -1
Greece 7180 9 19 +10 90 91 -1
Hungary 3010 16 32 +16 97 89 +8
4elancl 12100 ! 4 +8 02 94 -2
15106 13230 Il 14 +3 96 95 +1
Italy 20510 10 11 +1 96 97 -1
la co n 28220 5 0 +3 , 00 08 +2
Netherlana; 20590 7 11 +4 95 97 -2
New Zealand 12060 10 14 +4 94 94 0
Norwoy 25800 8 9 +1 98 98 0
Poland 1960 16 41 +25 99 84 +15
P Augai 7450 : 1 19 +6 _ -
Pomamo 1090 28 60 +32 96 78 +18
Cmakia 1920 '4 42 +28 96 87 +9
Spain 14020 9 13 +4 97 95 +2
'.;weden 26780 7 9 +2 100 98 +2
Switzeriona 36230 ,-) 8 -1 100 100 0
United Kingdom 17760 9 12 +3 .. -
UnAed States 23120 I I) 1 0 0 04 97 -3

an,mr.Peo Irmqe $o - S;5',1.5

NATIONAL PERFORNIANCE

GAPS - DERIVING TI1E

EX PECTED

Foreach of the three indicators
used in these tables. deriving an
expected level of performance
requires the fitting of a line to
country data represented by
points on a graph of which one
axis is always GNP per capita.

When all countries with data are
plotted. the pattern that emerges
shows that under-five mortality
rates and malnutrition rates
generally decrease with
increasing GNI'. whereas the
percentage of children reaching
grade 5 generally increases with
GNP. For each variable, a line
was fitted to match the overall
shape of the data points. using a
least-squares regression method.
GNI? data for 1992 were used in

plotting the graphs except in the
case of underweight children.
where the data were matched
with GNP data for the same
reference year.

The adjusted R-squared for the
lines thus drawn varied from a
little more than 0.4 in tlw case of
the percentage of children
underweight to a little over 0.7
for the under-five mortality rate.
Such values show that while
there is a general trend linking
each variable w ith CNP. many
individual countries diverge
considerably from this trend.

It is this lack of conformity with
the trend line- the expected level
of performance-which yields the
national performance gaps for
each country. The tables on
these pages show national
performance gapS in bold type.
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These pages
compare the rate
of progress
currently being
achieved by each
country with the rate
required if the 90%
immunization goal
is to be reached.

'On target' denotes
countries where
the rate required to
meet the year 2000
aoal is less than the
rate currently being
achieved. But 'on
target' should be
interpreted with
care. Progress in
immunization is
not incremental
but must begin
again from zero with
each new generation
of infants. Steep
falls in coverage are
therefore possible
if conditions
change or if the
immunization
effort not
maintained (see
pages 16 and 17).

It k '11 S 0 I' II It 0 (1, It I

MEASLES IMMUNI
Measles immunization (%)

1985
actual

SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA

Namara
apneo.8.sscu
Lesoto

A.'..ourrfius

Zinaabwe
N'aur.tano
Tonzanic
G.ca
RAancia

Be^.n
N.aer
Butund,

zornto,aue
Uganda

.8..rk..na Faso

Cate d !vole
Za,-e
Congo
Nuleria
Serto leo,e
Vcaagoscor
-ambia
Kew°
Senegal
Botswana
Gt,ana
1..beria

Cameroon
Togo
E'h.ODO
Central Atr.ca- Rea

Scrno.ta
Scum Akcci

59

27
36

.14

3'
40
67
14

28
49
63
40

39

30

58
35

.!),".t,G

"ADDLE EAST and NORTH AFRICA

3a
e3,

'Sudan
Egwor

Oman
tecanan
..',c1<xco
Tnrsla

S., a
Saud, Arato,o
vemen

A'aena

SOUTH ASIA

Alghan.stnn
Sr. Lanka
Polc,stan

Bancradesn

Nem
Bhutan

4

20
73

.15

27

Average annual % point increase
1990

actual
1992

actual
2000
goal

1985-1990
actual

1990-1992
actual

1992-2000
required

2 .2 8 7 0 4 a
63 00 '1 0 3 4

9 0 3 8
80 90 2 2 0 3

90 5 4 ' 0 0
34 34 4 6 7, 0 0 8

7.2 90 2 5 2 3
33 42 00 -5 2 4 5 s
33 32 -0 5
32 41

21
90
90

5 0
2

4 5
-1 0

5 1

70 90 4 0 0 2 5
21 28 90 2 3 5 7 8

70 90 7 8 -2 5 2 5
53 56 90 e -1 0 't

74 68 1 4 -3 0 2 8
38 .90 -1 2 5 4

5

43 41 _.

42 90 2 -' 0 :.: 3

31 31 90 -1 8 0 0 7 4
64 PO 6 -5 5 3 3

54 45 90 3 0 -4 5 5 b
,5 51 90 8 -7 0 3 6
33 27

50 Qo 5 4
-3 0
-8 C

9
3 8

59 46 -0 8 -6 5 5 5
59 43 90 3 8 -8 0 5 9
78 90 2 0 -10 0 4 0

43 10 0 -8 5 5. 9

55 38 90 3 8 -8 5 6 5
56 37 90 3 4 -9 5 6 6
57 29 90 9 2 -14 0 7 6
37 90 5 0 -13 5 10 0
82 32 90 -25 0 7 3

.;:::41.5. 90
76 90 3

30 90
..r.; DATA 63 90 3 4

A-2- ::0 PO ..; 5 1 0 : 0
53 97 40 5 4 7 0 -.7 9
"0 81 PO ..1 0 5 5 1

7,
87

".? 5
91

...o

90

, Q
-..; o 2 O

6
0 1

57 56 90 ; 0 2 4 5 3 0
86 39 00 2 4 1 5 0 1
Po Q7 90 7 0 0 5 -0 9
39 51 90 3 2 6 0 4 9

20 74 3
87 87 00 5 6 0 0 0 4
28 93 90 ' 8 8 -2 5 -0 4
87 e4 00 1

- : 5 .".' 8

90 85 90 8 8 -2 5 0 6
45 46 90 5 8 0 5 5 5
-8 72 PO 3 4 -3 0 2 3
83 72 00 3 0 -5 5 2 3

20 42 90 : 2 11 0 t) 0
83
75

83
76

90
90

' 2 6
10 4

0 0
0 5

0 9
, 8

54 59 90 10 2 2 5 3 P
'47 QS xl -1 0 6
57 64 00 -1 5 3

89 80 PO 12 4 -4 5 3

Difference
between

current and
required

On target
On target
On target
On target
On target

- 0.8
- 0.8
-1.5
-1.5
- 1.6
- 2.1
-2.5
-4.3
-5.0
-5.3
-5.8
- 5.9
-6.6
-7.1
- 7.3
- 7.4
- 8.8

-10.1
-10.6
- 10.9
- 11.8
-12.0
- 13.9
- 14.0
-14.4
- 15.0
-16.1
- 21.6
- 23.5
-32.3

On target
On target
On target
On target
On target
On target
On target
On target
On target

-0.1
-0.4
-2.1
-2.3
-3.1
-5.0
-5.3
-7.8

On target
-0.9
-1.3
-1.4
-1.6
-4.8
-5.8



ATION
Moasles immunization (%)

1985 1990 1992 2000
actual actual actual goal

DifFerence
Average annual % point increase between
1985-1990 1990-1992 1992-2000 current and

adval actual required required

EAST ASIA and PACIFIC

33 13 ...,
LC
.. 00 -4 0 21 0 4 4 On target

_
.-qc=c

co,,,,-.1:

73
C C
........

87
35

v2
7.0

/)
,:.0

: 8
-... 0

2 5
., ,,z ,

-0 3 On target
0 0 On target

37 '2,0 90 3 o ', .5., 0 0 On target
;:nesn 47 36 39 30 8 i 5 0 1 On target
Aeo -tr 39 35 ...-6 .30 2 0 5 -0 8 On target

7 86 43 .33 '3 8 '. 0 0 3 On target
:fen L.,,," 33 35 -)C, - i 5 -0 8 -0.7

--;)8 ;4 :7/0 7 0 -2 0 -0 5 -1.5
'',onrnor 3 73 '3 '4 0 -1 C 2 4 -3.4

-7 aro 26 90 -4 '-,e/ ..; 8 -3 0 2 0 -5.0
).)r d. 90 -9 ...0 3 6 -5 5 ' 4 -6.9

coc...-.1 20 34 33 '70 0 -0 5 7 1 -7.6
ouu New 3., ,ea 25 67 49 90 8 4 -9 0 5 1

85 41 00 -13 8 -
CENTRAL AMERICA and CARIBBEAN

" -1,10 ';'1"C "1' :XVI, 32 .:3 '.0 7 6 1 5 -.3 4 On target
^A ''6 1i 3.0 2 8 3 5 -0 1 On target
55 94 "38 -,0 8 2 0 i 0 On target

ry-;navas 53 90 89 90 7 4 -0 5 0 1 -0.6
I: ,stc k-."; 51 90 84 90 . 1 8 -3 0 0 8 -3.8

,larocua 49 82 72 60 t; 6 -5 0 2 3 -7.3
64 ''3 63 :.0 :. 0 -5 5 3 4 -8.9
23 O8 '38 90 '3 ';') -5 0 4 0 -9.0

''..,.:c; ..)i 71 75 ':-..2 70 2 3 -6 5 3 5 -10.0
21 31 .z4 90 2 0 -.3 5 8 3 -11.8
24 96 75 90 :4 4 -10 5 1 9 -12.4

Hnorno 83 99 71 30 3 2 -14 0 2 4 -16.4

SOUTH AMERICA

. ;2,0imo 21 53 80 90 6 4 13 5 1 3 On target
46 39 86 ?C; A 6 8 5 0 5 On target
'A )3 .30 .: r

. ...' 4 -0 4 On target
--,l,v 53 34 30 .60 2 2 8 0 1 3 On target

,:,-,., .:' ? ..ds. 4 6 5 5 -0 4 On target
:.....aa... 3.1 ,.. I 30 .h) 4 4

- :., 3 0 -0.5
37 35 89 00 5 6 -3 0 0 1 -3.1
.;2 -.8 (,-,0 ,/,') ' 2 -4 0 0 0 -4.0

--ezuet] :3 32 61 90 ' 2 -0 5 '3 6 -4.1
,.;:mr.A] 53 32 74 30 5 8 -4 0 2 0 -6.0

INDUSTRIALIZED COUNTRIES

53 7.!-. 0(3 - 0 0 2 5 On target
70 85 05 30 3 0 5 0 -.3 6 On target

Norwav 90 87 94 90 -0 6 3 5 -0 5 On target
85 88 94 00 '.` 6 3 0 -0 5 On target

-,niond 87 97 79 00 2 0 1 0 -1 1 On target
- Ni:.,,,. 06 90 00 30 0 0 0 5 -1 3 On target

"....3no -.4 -.5 -.6 . ) .., 2 :', 5 . 8 On target
7,cr,ce 37 71 76 ')0 !.) 8 2 5 1 8 On target
'....eaer 92 95 -.:.5 c:0 0 6 0 0 -0 6 On target

,,r.0,3::',..:, 80 ;4 :;4 0 2 9 0 0 -0 5 On target
'Izech P,-..a 98 90 -.)7 C,0 ., z I 0 0 9 -0.1
Denman. 82 84 85 90 0 4 0 5 c o -0.1
. t.<1 v r:.),) -r^ 02 99 39 :.,1') ", 4 ".... r2 '..: 1 -0.1
,mo,o 88 92 .1 u.x.) .-.... 8 -0 5 --.) 1 -0.4

09 06 90 0 2 1 5 -0 8 -0.7

veece
63
...' 78

76

78

76
"/-'

ar)
3 0

.-,1) 2

0 0
0

- -1.5
1 8 -1.8

Boaal.a 9e 98 92 ".)0 -3 2 -3 0 -0 3 -2.7
. wtze,irnri 70 90 83 00 4 0 -3 5 o 9 -4.4

..,'hon.a 96 96 87 ;j0 C. 0 - 4 5 0 4 -4.9
low io9" )",) 60

:'

. 3n

.13
92.,...

.:3
:7

3 0
''.: '.:

...1 0
.

1 0 -5.0
. 2 -7.8. .

70 ' )7 83 ;0 3 6 -% 0 0 9 -7.9
810.1,n, 90 85 67 '...0 -1 0 -9 0 2 9 -11.9
..4 'sit OD 30 60 18

...
,.,

, . . T O _11 0 6 5 -17.5
:',".1 It.'A "30 1 6 .'

1=11III

T1 W i AsT NUE

In total. 26 of the 87 developing
countries listed here are on target
to meet the year 2000 goal of

immunizing 90% of all infants
against measles -provided they
maintain the same rate of
progress that they have been
achieving since 1990.

Of the 61 that are not on target. 36
could achieve the year 2000
immunization goal - if they raised
their annual rate of progress to
the same level that they achieved
in (he late 1980s.

'llwse statistics are of course
insensitive to the fact that the task
of increasing immunization
levels tends to grow more difficult
as coverage rises. The 20% or
more of the world's children who
are not immunized today are, by
and large, those children who are
hardest to reach - the poorest. the
most remote, the least educated.
and the least well served by
health facilities.

But disease also tends to be
concentrated - in both frequency
and severity- among those who
are physically or financially
marginalized. So even an
immunization rate of 80% means
that the job of preventing disease
is a job that is only half done.

Maintaining a high enough rate of
progress to meet the year 2000
goal of 90% coverage, even in
the face of increasing difficulty.
is therefore essential if
immunization is to fulfil its
potential for drastically reducing
disease and malnutrition among
the children of the developing
world.
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In 1994. the exeehtive heads of

11.110 and UNICEF have written

to all I leads of State with an

appeal for leadership in
avhie ing ten priority soeial
goals by the end of 1995. The

letter concludes by saying that

the achievement of the 1995

goals would serve as a

foundation for aeldeving the
longer-term targets already

agreed for the year 20(H). These

end-of-eentury goal s are

summarized in the right-hand
mItunn.

Tlw ten goals for 1995 are:

II The raising of immunization
coverage to at least 80%.

EThe elimination of neonatal
tetanus.

LII 1 major reduction in
measles deaths and eases.

II The eradication of polio.

The achievement of 80%

ORT use to combat diarrhoeal

disease.

El Support for breastfeeding
through the 'bab - friendl
hospital initiative and the
ending of free and low-cost

distribution of breastmilk
substitutes.

The virtual elimination of
itamin :1 deficiency.

The universal iodization of
salt.

EThe virtual elimination of
guinea worm disease.

[1111The universal ratifieation of

the Convention on the Rights of

the Child.
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NATIONS 014 TAIE
STATISTICAL PRO

Annual
Annual
no of o of

Total Population no oi Jnder-5 Under-5 GNP i.,nder-5 , of Total

population under 16 births deaths mortality ger capita children children fertility Maternal
(millions) (millions) (thousands) (thousands) rate (S) under- reaching rote mortality

1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 weight grade 5 1992 ,ate

,BSAHAPAN AFRICA

1.1:11'1

. :

4 4

.;

'3.'

,

>r)
'0

") 2f 3 .39

5

EA:31 a^a NORTH AFRICA

.

4

-.0

-,-1-,,M:!

'340
4,0

.

.: 3

::,,

- .3

' 4
.; ;1

, :!

a 41

!. 5,0

'40

3, 4 ' 3 .14 ,, -, .;50 3)4 f,0

. ..

!:t.TiUTH ASIA

.31 '340

... ; I S
'. 3 SI 310

: 3 9 !!!' 400
'130

. r -.0
80

AST ASIA ang PACIFIC

; .:

111111M11
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I III l' II t. It I \ I IO\S

ILES
Annual

Annual no of % of
Total Population no of under-5 Under-5 GNP under-5 of Total

population under I 6 births deaths mortality per capita children children fertility Maternal
(millions) (millions) (thousands) (thousands) rate ($) under- reaching rate mortality

1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 weight grade 5 1992 rate

CENTRAL AMERICA and CARIBBEAN

SOUTH AMERICA

4 ..

.......-0 ....:.2 83 3 : 453
- 3 4 4 i

- -90 _ ...,2 R .::`.

--2C

4 7 40
4 2 ..1z.,0
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The end-of-century goals
agreed to by almost all the
world's governments following
the 1990 World Summit for
Children -summarized under
ten priority points:

WA one-third reduction in
under-five death rates.

A halving of maternal
mortality rates.

E A halving of severe and
moderate malnutrition among
the worle s under-fives, the
eliminat pn of micronutrient
disorders, support for breast-
feeding by all hospitals and
maternity units, and a reduc-
tion in the incidence of low
birth weight to less than 10%.

Achievement and
maintenance of at least 90%
immunization coverage for
infants, and tiniversal tetanus
immunization for women in tt, e
child-bearing years; the
eradication Of polio, the
elimination of neonatal
tetanus, a 90% reduction in
measles cases, and a 95%
reduction in measles deaths
(compared to levels before
immunization).

Achievement of 80% ORT

use and a halving of child
deaths caused by diarrhoea.

El A one-third reduction in
child deaths from acute
respiratory infections.

Basic education for all
children and completion of
primary education by at least
80% -girls as well as boys.

El Safe water and sanitation
for all families.

Acceptance and
observance, in ail countries,
of the Convention on the Rights
of the Child.

LU Family planning education
and services to be made
available to all.
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Fite InoTeving of statistics.

Ile table below gives the average ,ge of the latest internat-
onally available data for three key social indicators the under-
INT mortality rate, the percentage of children who reach grade
5. and the percentage of children who are malnourished.

The more up-to-date statistics used by most governments
Ind all international organizations are often interpolated
ind/or extrapolated from past surveys. The table shows the
number of years that have elapsed, on average, between the last
national on-the-ground surveys and the year 1993.

In some cases, governments may have more recent statistics
that have not yet been made available to the United Nations.

The average age of data has recently been sharply reduced in
more than 40 countries selected for DHS surveys.

A small number of countries have no known data at all under
certain headings. Published data for such countries usually
represent estimates based on neighbouring countries at similar
levels of GNP per capita.

Average age (years) of data on three social indkators

SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA

Liberia 13.0 Lesotho 10 3 Rwanda 5 0
Somalia 12.7 Burkina Faso 9 7 Togo 5.0
Central African Rep 12.3 Congo 8 3 Botswana 4 7
Chad 12.3 COte divoire 8 3 Senegal 4 7
Benin 12 0 Uganda 7 0 Burundi A 3

Gabon 12 0 Ethiopia 6.3 Mauritius 3 7
South Africa 12.0 IV1ountania 6.3 Nigeria 3 3
Angola 11.7 Kenya 5.7 Tanzania .?. 3

Guinea 11 7 Malawi 5 7 Cameroon 3.0
Guinea-Bissau 11 3 Mali 5 7 Zambia 3 0
Mozambique 11.0 Zimbabwe 5.3 Niger 2 7
Zaire 11.0 Ghana 5 0 Namibia 2 3
Sierra Leone 10.7 Modagascar 5 0 Eritrea

MIDDLE EAST and NORTH AFRICA

Lebanon 15.0 Oman 7 7 Algeria 3 7
Liota. 15.0 Sudan 7 7 oq 3 0
Iran 8.7 Syna 7 3 Jordon 3 0
Saudi Arabia 8 7 Yemen 7 0 Egypt 2 3

l'utkev 8 3 Kuwait 4 3 Morocco 1 7

,..;nited Arab Emirates 8 0 Tunisia 4 0

SOUTH ASIA

Nepal I 2.7 India 5 0 Pakistan 3 0
Afghanistan I 2.0 Bangladesh 4 3
Bhutan 7 3 Sri Lanka 3 7

EAST ASIA and PACIFIC

Cambodia 15.0 Malaysia 7 7 Thailand 5 0
Korea. Dem 15 0 Hong Kong 7 3 Indonesia 4 7
Lao Rep 10 0 Mongolia 7 0 Philippines 4 7
Koreo. Rep 9 0 Singapore 7.0 Viet Nam 4 3
Papua New Guinea 9 0 Myanmar 6 7 China 4 0

CENTRAL AMERICA and CARIBBEAN

Haiti 9 0 Honduras 5 7 Guatemala 5 0
Nicaragua 7 7 Trinidad and Tobago 5 7 Costa Rica 4 7
Panama 7 3 El Salvador 5 3 Jamaica 4 3

Cuba 6 3 Mexico 5 3 Dominican Rep 3 3

SOUTH AMERICA

Argentina 10 7 Uruguay 5 3 Chile 3 7
Venezuela 6 7 Bolivia 4 3 Paraguay 3 3

Brazil 6 0 Peru 4 3
Fcuador 5 7 Colombia 4 0

volh en ei;ieme age d 15 veers or rneye
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A note on per capita GNP

The estimates of per capita
GN P given in this publication
are those calculated by the
World Bank bv the conven-
tional method using averaged
exchange rates to convert local
currencies into US dollars.

Alternative estimates, based
on purchasing-power parity
(PPP). are now becoming
available. The advantage of the
PPP method is that it mea-
sures each nation's per capita
income in terms of its local
purchasing power rather than
by its value on international
financial exchanges. It there-
fore reflects the fact that more
can be bought with one dollar
in Africa or India than in

Europe or North America.
PPP estimates are also less
vulnerable to exchange rate
fluctuations.

But the PPP assessment of
incomes entails collecting and
correlating a broad range of
data on the local pricing of
goods and services. So far, this
work has been completed in
fewer than 70 nations.
Estimates for all other
countries are based on
mathematical models.

For the time being, there-
fore. The Progress of Nations
employs per capita GNP
figUres based on the
exchange rate method of
conversion.

Abbreviations

ACC/SCN United Nations Administrative Committee on
Coordination/Subcommittee on Nutrition

AIDS acquired immunodeficiency syndrome

BRAC Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee

DHS Demographic and Health Surveys (IRD/Macro
International)

ECPAT End Child Prostitution in Asian Tourism (Thailand)

FGM female genital mutilation

GDP gross domestic product

GNP gross national product

HIV human immunodeficiency virus

ICCIDD International Council fir the Control of Iodine Deficiency
Disorders

IDD iodine deficiency disorders

IDWSSD International Drir%ing Water Supply and Sanitation
Decade, 1981-1990

IRD Institute for Resource Development (Columbia. Maryland.
USA)

MP Member of Parliament

NAACP National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People

NCO non-governmental organization

N PA National Pragramme of Action

N PG national performance gap

OECD Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

ORT oral rehydration therapy

UNDP United Nations Development Programme

UNESCo I oiled Nations Educational. Scientific and Cultural
Organization

UNICEF I'nited Nations Children's Fund

WI10 World Health Organization
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